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I. INTRODUCTION

A model line is a theoretical munitions production line, related

directly to the technical data package configuration and specifications.
It is not intended to be a complete or sized production line that could
be established in the future to produce a specified quantity of end
item(s).

The model line is a benchmark made up of brief, but precise, technical
information defining the production requirements of the particular end

I.item, with process methods compatible with the proven state of the art

in munitions production technology.

I.. The model line will be the standard used by the PEP modernization team
to review, analyze, and assess the active and inactive producers'

existing capabilities to meet mobilization requirements. The model line

I documentation will include alternative process methods and technologies
for the purpose of analysis, evaluation, and implementation of the most
appropriate manufacturing system. Some processes within the line that

are listed as alternatives are capable of producing the original item
only and may not meet the requirements for production of the replacement

j item. Again, these alternatives are included solely for a better

evaluation of the current line.

The model line described in this report is designed to produce theI: following metal parts:

Ii M483 M17

Body 10542911-12 10535927
Ogive 10542916 N/A

Base 10542904 10535928

The remaining parts of the 155mm projectile are purchased from vendors

V specializing in the processes required to produce the particular part.
For example, Part No. 1054290', the obturator, is made from a plastic

jmaterial and would be produced by a vendor having plastic molding
capabilities. The large number of variables existing in current methods
of producing the body, base, and ogive generated a problem when trying

i to present the one, most adequate model line. To overcome this

difficulty, a composite, including each operation, was constructed.
This composite line is the model line against which existing 155mm lines
producing similar configurations will be evaluated.

I-i
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The following sources of information were used in planning the model

.ine.

1. Battelle Memorial Institute, "Engineering Survey &nd Analysis,"
dated 10 May 1959 pertaining to methods of manufacturing artillery

~shells.

2. Kaiser Engineers Report 75-15, "Equipment Study for 155MM, M483

Projectile Metal Parts Facility," dated March 1975, prepared for
the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

3. The Army Ammunition Production Base Reconfiguration Study, Volume

14, "Manufacturing Facility for Metal Parts for 155MM Projectile

M483," dated March 1974.

4. Base Production units: Shell, HE, M483, 155KM for Chamberlain

Corp., Norris Industries, and X-facility (formerly Gulf & Western).

1
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:17
II. CHARACTERISTICS

Although the model line lists sequential operations, each operation
may vary with respect to equipment used, completeness of operation

SI. performed, producer's labor skills, and the use of proprietary
processes. The equipment may vary in that a mechanical press may

be used instead of a hydraulic press, or a multispindle lathe May
be used instead of an automatic, single-spindle lathe.
Completeness of operation may vary because a producer may use
single tooling and multiple presses instead of multiple tooling and

a single press. Special processes used exclusively by a producer

might combine sequential operations, etc.

Furnace capability is listed as a guide and may var, with producer
processes, locale, and available energy source(s).

Machine tools are listed ae to type rather than specific size or

make. F'or exar4 le, a machine tool could be listed as a
multispindle or automatic chucker to indicate the type.

Chemical lines are not detailed as to dips, washes, rinses, etc.,
but are called standard lines. Dipping, spraying, etc. indicate
the nature of the line (automatic-continuous, etc.) rather than the
particular process.

Industrial plant equipment (IPE) is the base of the study. Other
plant equipment (OPE) is discussed only where it is necessary to

clearly identify the process requirements.

Press capabilities and capacities a'e extracted from accepted

existing authorities.

The model line for the M107 bcly is a composite of the three mist
commonly used projectile forting processes: cold forming or

drawing, hot forging, and a combination of the two processes called
hot cup, cold draw. All currently used processes are listed

against each required operation, and a sequence of operations is
constructed that will facilitate the entire manufacturing cycle in

a continuous manner.

TT,1
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'rn The model lines for the base and ogive are a composite of the

operations and equipment used to produce each part. Pn analysis of

each part is also included.

The M483 should be produced by the hot forge, heat treat process to

obtain the required mechanical properties, although it may be

possible to cold work after initial hot forging, followed by heat

treating to achieve the necessary properties.

The operationa needed to manufacture the M107 body, including the
nstallation of the rotating band, are clearly delineated in the

operational procedure for the body.

Lii
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III. PROCESS DESCRIPTION SUMMARY

The Process Description Summary following this page shows the
applicability of the operation and equipment type to a major
manufacturing process (hot forge, heat treat; hot cup, cold draw; and/or

cold extrusion). The meaning of the codes listed for the alternatives
is as follows:

HF107 Hot forge, heat treat process for the
155mm M107 projectile

Material: Steel, AISI 1055

HC107 Hot cup, cold draw process for the

155mm M107 projectile
Material: Steel, AISI 1012

CE107 Cold extrusion process for the

155mm M107 projectile

Material: Steel, AISI 1012

HF483 Hot forge, heat treat process for the

155mm M483 projectile

Material: Steel, AISI 4140; Alt, AISI ?340

Equipment 'sed to perform each operation, including alternative machines
(identified as EQ ALT) if applicable, are also listed. Operations that

apply to only one end item or process are designated as such.

The order in whtch the operations are performed is shown by the
operation number. These are four-digit numbers with the first character

designating the end item for that line and the balance indicating the

numerical sequence of operations.

Opposite the operation number is a description of the operation with the
equipment used listed below it. Under operation sequence, a path is

shown by X's indicating steps of manufacture. If an alternative method

of manufacture is available, it is shown by a branch from %he main path.

Gross capacities listed are estimated production capabilities of the

equipment designated for the operation and are shown in pieces per hour.

These figures are not factored for downtime or delays. As an example, a
press that is capable of cycling in 10 seconds (i.e., 6 cycles per

minute) will have a gross capacity of 360 pieces per b1ar.

II

II-
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IV. ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONS

A. PROJECTILE BODY (155MM M483/M107) - See Figures IV-1 and IV-2

I. Operation 1110 - Handle Billet M483/M107

Equipment - Standard cranes, hoists, and transfer equipment

The handling of steel billets is not a step in the production

process, but the materials handling problem must be

anticipated in any line of this type that is designed for
high tonnage consumption of steel billets. These operations

must be considered, as discussed below.

a. Receiving Bulk Stock

This operation includes the movement of rolling stock,

trailers, and the actual stacking of material in the
storage areas. Unloading activity will utilize

overhead cranes, forklifts, and jib cranes. Stacking

must be of a nature to assure material traceability.

Receiving inspecuion must be completed before a lot

becomes available for processing. If material

supplier certification is acceptable, verification of

quantity, either by weight or length, can be

accomplished without extra handling.

b. Movement of Billet from Bulk Storage to First

Process Station, 6-Inch RCS, 2000 lb Each

This operation includes:

o Separating stock into single billets. Special

handling equipment such as magnets, hooks,

grapples, slings, and hoists will be needed.

0 The continuous processing of the individual

billets through weighing devices, metallurgical

scanning, and physical measuring devices. This

activity is required to develop the correct mult

weight to be generated at the billet separation

TY-1
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operation. A computerized system to scan weight

and length would be tLe preferred control system.

Although the system will not increase the yield

per billet, it should assure the cutting of mults

to the required weight.

o Movement of the billet through separation

operation. This activity involves controlling

the alignment and progression of the billet and
the handling of rejects. Included must be any

additional functions such as multiple racking,

saw trim requirements, and possible laydown or

holding requirements.

2. Operation 1120 - Heat Billet M483/M107

Equipment - Furnace, continuous tunnel, 2200 F, 300 lb/min

Equipment alternatives

- Heater, induction, 4200 kw, 400 Hz

- Beam, walking, gas

- Beam, walking, oil

This heating operation is used in conjunction with a hot

shearing procedure. The billet will be fed continuously

through the tunnel, exiting at the desired temperature prior

to shearing. Overtemperature controls must be included to

handle a line stoppage problem.

3. Operation 1130 - Separate Mults M483/M107

Equipment alternatives

- Press, 350 ton (hot shearing)
- Pvess, 2200 ton (cold shearing)

- Saw, carbide tipped, 75 hp (sawing)
- Saw, band, 50 hp (sawing)

- Press, 350 ton and torch (nick and break)

The weighing of each mult is an integral part of this

operation.
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a. Hot Shear

A 350-ton shear press requires automatic feed, clamp,

and eject attachments. The press should be part of the

production line, as the hot mult may have to be

processed through descale, cabbage, and pierce without

further heating to achieve maximum efficiency within

the process.

b. Cold Shear

The 2200-ton shear press requires automatic feed,
clamp, and eject attachments. The press may be in the

production line to minimize material handling and
traceability problems, but the press can be off line if

facilities dictate.

c. Circular Saw

Carbide tipped circular saws produce precision mult.

d. Band Saw

The band saw is less accurate but less expensive than a

circular saw. The band sawing process is slow,

compared to the forging rate; therefore, material
handling provisions must be developed for multiple

machines.

Abrasive cutting, even wet, is not approved.
Experience has shown that trapped abrasive causes

excessive tool wear during forging.

e. Nick and Break

This process is based on the concentration of a stress

in the cold billet, called the nick, followed by a cold

breaking operation.

A 350-ton press and a good holddown system are required

to break the billet. This operation is not as accurate

as hot shearing, but it requires less capital

investment and lower cost tooling.

IV-2
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f. Flame Cutting

SFlame cutting is not recommended because it is slow,

wasteful of material, and may affect the metallurgy of
the mult.

4. Operation 1140 - Heat Mult M483/MI07

Equipment - Continuous tunnel furnace, 2200 F, 300 lb/mn,

6-inch RCS

Equipment alternatives

- Heater, induction, 4000 kw, 400 Hz

- Rotary hearth kilns

- Furnaces, salt bath

This step is required for the hot forging and the hot cup,
cold draw processes. Time at temperature should be long

enough to assure uniform heating, but excessive soak time

should be avoided due to the high rate of scaling.

5. Operation 1150 - Descale M483/MI07

* )Equipment alternatives

- Cabinet, water jet automatic feed

* - Rolls, sizing, 40 hp

a. The removal of scale from hot mults prior to forging is

accomplished by water jets. Water pressures of 1200 to

2200 psi and flow rates of 1/2 to 2 gallons per second
are normally used. Power feeding of the hot mults is
by chain conveyor or pusher.

b. An alternative method for removing scale is to
mechanically crack the scale with rolls, dies, etc. X

This process is not commonly used.

6. Operation 1160 - Phosphate and Lubricate M107

Equipment - Chemical line

Forgings subject to subsequent cold work require proper
surface preparation to prevent galling of the tooling. Con-

version coats of the phosphate type are used universally to

provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include
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soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and

chlorinated, high viscosity oils.

7. Operation 1170 - Slugging (Cold Sizing) M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 3500-ton, 12-inch stroke

This is the first step in cold working, generally termed
"filling the die."

8. Operation 1180 - Cabbage and Pierce M483/M107

Equipment alternatives

i - Press, mechanical, 2500-ton, 48-inch stroke

- Press, hydraulic, 600-ton, 48-inch stroke

* I The cabbage step causes t'ie heated square mult to assume the
shape of the round die. Once sized, the first major movement

of metal is accomplished, with or without reheat, in the
pierce step. The uniformity of metal flow determines the

effectiveness of the balance of succeeding forging operations
for the overall dimensional accuracy and level of quality.

9. Operation 1190 - Back Extrude M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 3000-ton, 48-inch strG e

Back extrusion is a cold process that causes the metal to

move backward over the mandrel to form the first shape
(bottle). The process can be combined with cold sizing, but

an intermediate anneal may be required.

10. Operation 1200 - Pierce M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 500-ton, 60-inch stroke

The pierce step As d hot working process that forms the sized
mult to an intermediate hollow length by a backward extrusion

technique.

11. Operation 1210 - Draw M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 300/400-ton, 72-inch stroke
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The body is hot drawn to final length, and the wall thickness
is reduced as the body is extended through rings and over a

mandrel.

12. Operation 1220 - Draw and Pierce Nose M483

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 400-ton, 72-inch stroke

The M483 body is open at both ends. It is now drawn to
length, and during the same stroke, the end is simultaneously

pierced.

13. Operation 1225 - Cool M107

Equipment - Tunnel, cooling

Alloy and high carbon steels have mechanical properties that
are sensitive to cooling rates from forging temperatures. To
produce the best possible metallurgical structure for

subsequent cold forming and machining operations, the cooling
environment must be slow. Also, slower cooling introduces

fewer thermal stresses and less warpage.

14. Operation 1230 - Anneal M107

Equipment - Furnace, continuous tunnel, 1250 F

Equipment alternatives
- Heater, induction, 200 kw, 400 Hz

- Furnace, oil/gas

The annealing step facilitates further forming operations.

It must be accomplished at this time to assure uniformity of
metal deformation. Scaling will require a subsequent

chemical or mechanical cleaning prior to further processing.

15. Operation 1235 - Descale Inside Diameter M07

Equipment - Cabinet, abrasive cleaning, 75 hp

The descaling by abrasive cleaning is necessary prior to

subsequent machining and forming operations.
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16. Operation 1237 - Machine Forging (Bottle) M107

Equipment - Lathe, auto tracer, 8-inch swing, 48-inch

centers, 125 hp

Rough machine forging to remove metal defects and correct

wall variations.

17. Operation 1240 - Phosphate and Lubricate M107

Equipment - Chemical line

Forgings subject t, subsequent cold work require proper K
surface preparation to prevent galling of the tooling.
Conversion coats of the phosphate type are used universally
to provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants

include soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions

and chlorinated, high viscosity oils.

18. Operation 1250 - Cool M483/M1O7

Equipment - funnel, cooling

Alloy and high carbon steels have mechanical properties that

U are sensitive to cooling rates from forging temperatures. To
produce the best possible metallurgical structure for

subsequent cold forming and machining operations, the cooling

environment must be slow. Also, slower cooling introduces
fewer thermal stresses and less warpage. Cooling tunnels are
desirable but the use of bulk insulation is more common.

19. Operation 1260 - Forward Extrude M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 3000-ton, 72-inch stroke I;

This cold working process requires an annealed extrusion as

starting material. The forward extrusion thins the wall.

20. Operation 1270 - Coin Boattail M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 3000-ton, 36-inch stroke

The metal in the boattail was not worked in the preceding
cold extrusion step and therefore does not require an anneal. 'K
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The metal is subsequently cold sized in the coining

operation.

21. Operation 1285 - Descale Outer Surface M483/M107

Equipment - Cabinet, shot blast, automatic feed, 75 hp

The removal of scale from the outer surface of the forging is
accomplished by steel shot propelled at high velocity and
impinging against the surface while being conveyored on
skewed and tapered rolls in order to expose total surface to ;
the scaling media.

22. Operation 1290 - Descale Inner Surface M483/M107

Equipment - Cabinet, shot blast, automatic feed, 40 hp

The removal of scale from the inner surface of the forging is
accomplished by steel shot propelled at high velocity and
impinging against the inner surface while the forging is

rotated in a vertical position for total exposure to the
scaling media.

23. Operation 1300 - Phosphate and Lubricate M483/M107

Equipment - Chemical line

Forgings subject to subsequent cold work require proper
surface preparation to prevent galling of the tooling.
Chemical coats of the phosphate type are used universally to
provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include

soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and
chlorinated, high viscosity oils.

24. Operation 1305 - Cold Draw and Coin M483

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 400-ton, 120-inch stroke

This cold draw process shapes the body and establishes wall
thickness for subsequent machining. The outside diameter of

the nose and inside radius are sized in the coining die.
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25. Operation 1307 - Stress Relieve M483

Equipment - Furnace, 1200 F, 10- ton capacity

The residual stresses developed by cold working are reduced
to facilitate machining and to minimize distortion and
cracking.

26. Operation 1310 - Cold Draw M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 1000-ton, 72-inch stroke

.4 F This cold draw process shapes the body and establishes wall
thickness for subsequent machining.

27. Operation 1315 - Form Bourrelet M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 600-ton, 48-inch stroke

The above forming operation may be used on the cold worked
process for shaping the bourrelet and to dispense with
subsequent body machining. This process is not in use at
this time.

28. Operation 1320 - Turn Center M483

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-inch swing, 36-inch
centers, 20 hp

This operation centers the body held with internal chucking
for final processing. The remaining operations of this
process form to specific controlled dimensions. The forging
must be centered accurately at this stage to achieve final
concentricity and weight.

29. Operation 1330 - Center Drill - Closed End M107

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-inch swing, 48-inch
centers, 30 hp

This operation provides the center for subsequent turning

operations.
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30. Operation 1340 - Trim Nose M107

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-inch swing,
48-inch centers, 20 hp

After cold extrusion, nonuniform metal deformation and excess
metal are found at the end of the shell and must be removed
prior to nosing.

31. Operation 1350 - Rough Turn Outside Diameter and

Cutoff M483/M107

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-inch swing, 48-inch
centers, 30 hp

This operation corrects body concentricity deficiencies and
removes excess weight prior to a cold draw operation.

32. Operation 1370 - Heat Open End M107

Equipment - Heater, induction, 1400 F, 200 kw, 400 Hz

The cpen end of the shell requires heating just prior to the
nosing operation. A convenient heating method is induction

heating to 1200/1400 F.

33. Operation 1380 - Anneal Nose M107

Equipment alternatives
- Heater, induction, 1200 F, 200 kw, 400 Hz
- Furnace, salt bath, 1200 F

The cold drawn shell obtains much of its mechanical
properties through cold working. To soften the nose area
enough for another operation requires a rapid heating and
cooling cycle to 1200 F. Cooling rings are often employed to
prevent the spread of heat into the balance of the shell.

34. Operation 1390 - Phosphate and Lubricate M483/M107

Equipment - Chemical line

Forgings subject to subsequent cold work require proper sur-
face preparation to prevent galling of the tooling. Cun-
version coats of the phosphate type are used universally to
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provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include

soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and

chlorinated, high viscosity oils.

35. Operation 1410 - Form Nose M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 1000-ton, 24-inch stroke

The forming of the nose is done cold for the extrusion and

hot cup, cold draw process.

36. Operation 1415 - Form Nose M107

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 350-ton, 24-inch stroke

Forming the nose is done hot for the hot forge, heat treat

process.

37. Operation 1420 - Form Undercut M483

Equipment alternatives
- Machine, special shear-forming

- Cold swaging

- Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-inch swing, 36-inch

centers with tracer attachment, 30 hp

The shell weight must be reduced by thinning the shell sde

wall in the center of the shell. This can be accomplished by

shear forming or cold swaging or by turning on a lathe.

38. Operation 1430 - Heat Treat M107

Equipment alternatives

- Heater, induction 1550/1650 F, 400 kw, 400 Hz

- Furnace, gas 1550/1650 F

The strength of the case after hot forging is achieved with

an auste-iitizing, quenching, and tempering heat treatment.

Furnace or induction heating is used to austenitize at 1550

to 1650 F. Quenching should be by spray or immersion in an

agitated bath. The M107 is a closed-end shell and must have

special provisions to assure quenching the inside diameter.
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Tempering is accomplished in a standard, lower temperature

oven.

39. Operation 1440 - Stress Relieve M483/M107

Equipment - Heater, induction, 1200 F, 200 kw, 40 Hz

This operation will only be required if Operation 1420 for
the M483 is performed by shear forming or cold swaging. It

will be used in conjunction with hot cup, cold draw and cold
extrusion processes for the M107 only.

.40. Operation 1450 - Cool M483/M107

Equipment - Tunnel, cooling

The requirement for controlled ane slower cooling is marginal

but does contribute to a lessening of thermal stresses after
the stress relief operation.

41. Operation 1455 - Descale Cavity M107

Equipment - Cabinet, shot blast automatic feed, 75 hp

The removal of scale from the inner surface of the forging is

accomplished by steel shot propelled at high velocity and
impinging against the inner surface while the forging is
rotated in a fixed, vertical p)sition for total exposure to

the descaling media.

42. Operation 1460 - Bore, Face, and Chamfer Nose H107

Equipment alternatives

- Lathe, automatic chucking, high speed tracer,

25 hp
- Lathe, numerical control, 8-inch swing, 48-inch

centers, 25 hp

Standard machining operation.
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43. Operation 1465 - Turn Body and Ogive M107

Equipment alternatives
- Lathe, Ptomatic chucking, high speed tracer,

30 hp

- Lathe, numerical control, 8-inch swing, 48-inch
centers, 30 hp

Standard machining operation.

44. Operation 1467 - Face Base and Turn Boattail M107

Equipment alternatives
- Lathe, automatic chucking, high speed tracer,

30 hp
- Lathe, numerical control, 8-inch swing, 48-inch

centers, 30 hp

Standard machining operation.

45. Onperation 1470 - Turn Band Seat and Face Base M483/M107

Equipment alternatives

- Lathe, multipass tracer, 20 hp
- Lathe, numerical control, 8-inch swing, 48-inch
centers, 20 hp

This operation combines grooving the body and facing the base

for subsecuent rotating band assembly.

46. Operation 1480 - Clean M483

Equipment - Cleaning line

Standard cleaning processes to prepare steel alloy for

welding.

47. Operation 1490 - Weld Band M483

Equipment alternatives- Welder, MIG, 250 kva

- Welder, TIG, 500 kva

- Welder, plasma arc, 500 kva

- Welder, inertia, 15 hp
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Inert gas welding is used to rough form the rotating band by

weld build up to the body. The MIG, TIG, and plasma
processes are approximately interchangeable except for

welding speed. A minimum amount of heat should be used to

prevent excessive dilution and overtempering of the heat

treated body. Inertia welding has been proposed and if
successful, would be more economical.

48. Operation 1500 - Rough Turn Band M483

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking with 8-inch swing,

48-inch centers, 25 hp

I Combination trimming and turning the band requires both

plunging and turning capabilities on the lathe to generate

the correct band shape.

49. Operation 1510 - Heat Treat and Temper M483

Equipment alternatives
- Heater, induction 1550/1650 F, 400 kw, 400 flz

- Furnace, gas 1550/1650 F

The strength of the case after hot forging is achieved with

an austenitizing, quenching, and *uempering heat treatment.

Furnace or induction heating is used to achieve 1550 to 1650

F. Quenching should be by spray or immersion in an agitated

bath.

50. Operation 1520 - Bore, Face, and Chamfer Nose M483

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-inch swing,
48-inch centers, 25 hp

Standard machining operation.

51. Operation 1530 - Turn Outside Diameter M483

Equipment alternatives

- Lathe, automatic chucking, high speed tracer,

25 hp
- Lathe, numerical control, 8-inch swing, 48-inch

centers, 25 hp
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The finishing pass on the outside of the body produces the

final surface for the outside diameter, the bourrelet, and

the body undercut. If the bourrelet is not produced to final

configuration, a centerless grinding operation (Operation

1590) is required.

52. Operation 1535 - Finish Bore Inside Diameter M483

Equipment alternatives

- Lathe, high speed chucker, 20 hp

- Lathe, numerical control, 8-inch swing, 48-inch
centers, 20 hp

This operation should be performed on a hollow spindle lathe

for rigidity and increased accuracy. An alternative lathe
would incJude a special pot chuck. If excessive metal must

be removed, a roughing cut and a finish cut may be required

in place of a single finish cut. The boring operation is

being done on the heat treated body, thus increasing power

requirements.

53. Operation 1540 - Counterbore and Face Rear End M483

Equipment alternatives

- Lathes, automatic chucking, high speed tracer,

30 hp
- Lathe, numerical controlled, 8-inch swing,

48-inch centee's, 30 hp

Standard machining operation.

54. Operation 1560 - Slot Inside Diameter M483

Equipment - Keyway cutter (seater), 28-inch stroke, 7 hp

A blind slotted keyway is required on the inside diameter of

the shell and, for reasons of accuracy, must be cut after

heat treating. The length of the slot, the mechanical

properties of the base metal, and the blind nature of the

slot require a special machine with rigid support.

55. Operation 1565 - Knurl Band Seat M107

Equipment - Knurling machine, 15 hp
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The band on the M107 is held in place by a mechanical inter-

ference fit with the body. The knurling process is designed
to increase the mechanical bond of the interface.

56. Operation 1570 - Clean M483

Equipment - Cleaning line

This is a standard cleaning process to remove cnips and
residual oils developed by preceeding machining operations.

57. Operation 1580 - Thread Ends M483

Equipment alternatives
- Machine, threading, dual or single head, 20 hp

- Lathe, chucking with tap and die, 8-inch swing,

48-inch centers, 20 hp

The M483 requires threading at both ends after hardening.

Equipment must be in good condition and the best threading
techniques must be used. This operation can be combined with
earlier operations.

58. Operation 1590 - Grind Bourrelet M483/M107

Equipment - Grinder, centerless, automatic feed, 50 rp

This is a finishing operation required only if the finishing

operation is not performed at the last turning operation of
the outside diameter (Operation 1530).

59. Operation 1592 - Clean M107

Equipment - Cleaning line

This is a standard cleaning process to remove any chips or
abrasive prior to installation of the rotating band.

60. Operation 1595 - Install Band M107

Equipment - Press, special band assembly

The rotating band is installed over the previously dovetailed

and knurled area of the body band slot.
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61. Operation 1597 - Finish Machine Band M107

Equipment alternatives

- Lathe, tracer with plunge attachment, 25 hp
- Lathe, numerical control, 8-inch swing, 48-inch
centers, 25 hp

The band requires finish machining after welding or pressing
in place. This operation finishes the band to the required

outside diameter.

62. Operation 1600 - Stamp Identification M483

Equipment - Machine, stamping, rotary, 5 hp

The stamping is performed on a horizontal rotating fixture at

which time the nomenclature, date of manufacture, lot number,

and contractor's identification are indented.

63. Operation 1610 - Phosphate Treat M483

Equipment - Chemical line (multistage spray/dip system)

This process is to remove foreign particles and prepare the

surface for subsequent painting operations.

64. Operation 1620 - Wrap Fiberglass M483

Equipment aiternatives
- Machine, wrapping, special filament
- Machine, wrapping, preimpregnated mat

nils operation is used to fill the undercut portion in the
body. A conventional lay-up process can be used or a

preimpregnated fiberglass mat may be used.

65. Operation 1630 - Cure Fiberglass M483

Equipment alternatives
- Oven, curiz6 , 15 kw
- Oven, heat lamp, 15 kw

- Oven, ultra violet lamp, 15 kw

The adhesive applied to the fiberglass requires undisturbed
curing of the glue line until the curing temperature is
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reached. The heat and time cycle is a function of the

particular type of adhesive.

66. Operation 1640 - Finish Turn Fiberglass M483

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-inch swing, 48-inch

centers, 20 hp

The body is located against the base end and chucked by an
expanding mandrel for proper holddown. The fiberglass is
then machined in order to meet configuration requirements.

The disadvantages are: removal of the "buttering" or outer

surface results in exposed sheared glass fibers (no longer
continuous strands), potentially resulting in a weakenedstructure and a health hazard generated by the glass fibers.

67. Operation 1650 - Finish Machine Band M483

Equipment - Lathe, tracer with plunge attachment,

8-inch swing, 48-inch centers, 25 hp

The bands require finish machining after being welded in

place. This operation brings the band to the required
outside diameter.

68. Operation 1660 - Thread Nose M107

Equipment - Machine, special tapping, 15 hp

This operation is performed in order to generate the required
thread at the nose end.

69. Operation 1670 - Weld Base Cover M107

Equipment - Welder, special resistance, 60 kva

A piece of thin gage steel is welded to the base of the body
to guarantee that no preignition of the explosive will occur

during propellent burn. The welding process consists of a

series of overlapping welds to assure positive closure.

70. Operation 1680 - Stamp Identification M107

4 Equipment - Machine, rotary stamping, 5 hp
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The stamping is performed on a horizontal or vertical

rotating fixture at which tine the nomenclature, date of

manufacture, lot number, and contractor's identification are
indented.

71. Operation 1690 - Phosphate Treat M107

Equipment - Chemical line (multistage spray/dip system)

This process removes foreign particles and prepares the

surface for painting.
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B. BASE (155MM M483) - See Figure IV-3

Material - Aluminum alloy 7075-F, 3-1/2 inch diameter rounds

1. Operation 2110 - Handle Bars

Equipment - Transfer equipment, sorting table, forklift,
and standard cranes (250-lb bars)

This operation involves the transport of aluminum bar in

bundles to sorting tables where they are unbanded and sorted
for the succeeding operation.

2. Operation 2120 - Separate Slug

Equipment alternatives
- Saw, band, 50 hp

- Saw, circular, 75 hp

Band sawing is less accurate and slower than circular sawing

for this application, due to the high volume of productJon.

High speed circular saw cutting will result in better cutting

accuracy and a higher production rate. In the latter method,

stack-bar cutting or multihead saw cutting is readily

applicable.

3. Operation 2130 - Deburr Slug

Equipment - Vibratory system, 50 hp
- Machine, automatic chamfering, 30 hp

Deburring the ends of the slug is necessary to achieve the
proper configuration prior to forging. Also, deburring will

minimize potential damage to the forging die. A vibratory

system can accommodate multislug deburring, and with the

proper speeds and media selections, the slugs become burr

free and useable. The use of an automatic chamfering machine

will effect a preferred deburred edge at slightly higher cost

with the use of a double-ended flycutter technique with
automatic load and unload mechanization.

4. Operation 2 140 - Lubricate Slug

Equipment - Spray/dip line and heate-, induction, 300 F,

200 kw, 400 Hz
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Slugs subject to subsequent forming require surface

lubricants in order to reduce the frictional forces and to

maintain longer tool life. The lubrication prucess is

preceded by heating the slugs to 300 F followed with a spray

or dip using a water based colloidal graphite suspension.

5. Operation 2150 - Heat Slug

Equipment - Furnace, continuous tunnel, 850 F, 1350 lb/hr

Equipment alternatives
- Heater, induction, 300 kw, 400 Hz
- Oil burners

- Gas burners

The slug is heated to 850 F in a continuous furnace preceding
the forging operations. This step is necessary for the alloy

selected and to reduce press capacity. It facilitates the

forging processes.

6. Operation ,160 -

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 400-ton, 20-inch stroke

The lubricated and heated slug is placed in the die and

forged to the preform shape. This is the first of two steps

in the hot forging operation.

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 1000-ton, 24-inch stroke

The lubricated and heated slug is placed in the first cavity
of the presq and preformed as the first step in the hot

forginE pr,. ss. It is immediately transferred to the second

station in the same press for the forming step (Operation
2165) to ach'eve the final forged shape. Both steps must be

accomplished In mimumum time to prevent excessive heat loss.

Forging can be accomplished in both station, simultaneously,

to achieve maximum productivity in the press.

. 7. Operation 2165 - Form

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 400-ton, 24-inch stroke
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The heated preform from Operation 2160 is the starting

material for this operation. If the preform is cooled before

the forming step is accomplished, cleaning, lubrication, and

heating will be required prior to forming. The preform is

placed in the die and formed by a backward extrusion in one

stroke.

8. Operation 2170 - Clean

Equipment - Chemical line

The purpose of this operation is to remove lubricant and
foreign materials from the forging.

9. Operation 2180 - Heat Treat

Equipment - Furnace, 900 F, 1350 lb/hr, quench

tank and aging oven, 250 F

The purpose of this process is to attain the required

mechanical properties in the final part. The forged base is

exposed to a 2-hour cycle at 900 F, quenched in water at 150

F, and aged for 28 hours at 250 F.

10. Operation 2190 - Mac ine Outside Diameter, Rear End and

Thread 5.375 Inch-2OUNS

Equipment - Lathe, multispindle, automatic chucking 8-inch

swing, 25 hp

The forged base is held internally by an expanding mandrel

and the outer surface is machined completely and threaded.
'I

11. Operation 2200 - Drill and Deburr Spanner Holes

Equipment - Drill, special multispindle, machine, 1/2 hp

This machired base is located in a holding fixture and the

two spanner holes are drilled and deburred.
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12. Operation 2210 Hard Coat

Equipment - Chemical line

After masking the threads, the base is processed through a

multistage cleaning, etchAing, and hard anodizing bath for

I)] protective and functional purposes.

II
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C. OGIVE (155MM M483) - See Figure IV-4

Material - Aluminum alloy 7075-F, 3-1/2 inch diameter rounds

1. Operation 3110 - Handle Bars

Equipment - Transfer equipment, sorting table, forklift
and standard cranes (250-lb bars)

This operation involves the transport of aluminum bars in
bundles to sorting tables where they are unbanded and sorted
for the succeeding operation.

2. Operation 3120 - Separate Slug

Equipment alternatives
- Saw, bend, 25 hp
- Saw, circular, 35 hp

Band sawing is less accurate and slower than a circular saw
for this application, due to the high volume of production.
High speed circular saw cutting will result in better cutting
accurany and a higher production rate. In the latter method,
stack-bar cutting or multihead saw cutting is readly
applicable.

3. Operation 3130 - Deburr Slug

Equipment alternatives
- Vibratory system, 50 hp
- Machine, automatic chamfering, 20 hp

Deburring the ends of the slug is necessary to achieve the
proper configuration prior to forging. Also, deburring will
minimize potential damage to the forging die. A vibratory
system can accommodate multislug deburring and with the

proper speeds and media selections, the slugs. Jecome burr

free and u~eable. The use of an automatic chamfering machine
will effect a preferred deburred edge at slightly higher cost
with the use of a double-ended flycutter technique with

automatic load and unload mechanization.

4. Operation 3140 - Lubricate Slug

Equipment - Spray/dip line and heater, induction, 300 F,

200 kw, 400 Hz
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Slugs subject to subsequent forming require surface

lubricants in order to reduce the frictional forces and to

maintain longer tool life. The lubrication process is

preceded by heating the slugs to 300 F followed with a spray

or dip using a water based colloidal graphite suspension.

5. Operation 3150 - Heat Slug

Equi.4:at - Furnace, continuous tunnel, 850 F, 1350 lb/hr

Equipment alternatives
- Heater, induction, 300 kw, 400 hz

- Oil burners

- Gas burners

The slug is heated to 850 F in a continuous furnace preceding

the forging operations. This step is necessary to reduce

press capacity requirements for the alloy selected. It

facilitates the forging processes.

6. Operation 3160 - Preform

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 400-ton, 20-inch stroke

The lubricated and heated slug is placed in the die and

forged to the preform shape. This is the first of three
steps in the hot forging operation.

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 1000-ton, 24-inch stroke

The lubricated and heated slug is placed in the first cavity

of the press and preformed as the first hot forging step. It

is immediately transferred to the second station in the same

press for the forming step (Operation 3165) to achieve the

final forged shape. The forging is immediately transferred

to the third station in the same press for coining and

piercing where the end of the ogive is formed and removed

(Operation 3170). All three steps must be done in minimum

time to prevent excessive heat loss. Forging can be

accomplished in all three stations simultaneously to achieve

maximum productivity on the press.
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7. Operation 3165 - Form

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 400-ton, 24-inch stroke

The heated preform from Operation 3160 is the starting
material for this operation. If the preform is cooled before
the forming step is accomplished, cleaning, lubrication, and
heating will be required prior to forming. The preform is
placed in the die and formed in one stroke.

8. Operation 3170 - Coin and Pierce

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 400-ton, 24-inch stroke

The heated ogive from Operation 3165 is the starting material
for this operation. If the ogive is cooled before the coin
and pierce operation is accomplished, cleaning, lubrication,
and heating will be required prior to coining and piercing.
The ogive is placed in the die and coi.ned and pierced in one
stroke.

9. Operation 3180 - Clean

Equipment - Chemical line

The purpose of this operation ts to remove lubrication and
foreign materials from the forging.

10. Operation 3190 - Heat Treat

Equipment - Furnace, 900 F, 1200 lb/hr, quench
tank, 150 F, aging oven, 250 F

The purpose of this process is to attain the required
mechanical properties in the final part. The forged ogive is
exposed to a 2-hour cycle at 9GO F, quenched in water at 150
F, and aged for 28 hours at 250 F.

11. Operation 3195 - Finish Machine Outside Diameter & Face
Rear Surface

Equipment - Lathe, multipass, single spindle automatic
tracer, 8-inch swing, 24-inch centers, 25 hp

IV-25
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The above operation, finish machines the outer contour and

faces the rear surface. It is accomplished by locating the

ogive at the forward inside datum and driving with an

internal expansion mandrel.

12. Operation 3200 - Finish Machine and Thread Nose

Equipment - Lathe, multipass, automatic chucking with

threading attachment, 8-inch swing, 24-inch

centers, 25 hp

The ogive is held at the large machined outside diameter and

centered against the forward outside diameter. This

operation is required to finish machine the nose cavity and

cut the threads.

13. Operation 3210 - Finish and Thread Rear

Equipment - Lathe, multipass, automatic
tracing, 8-inch swing, 24-inch

centers, 25 hp

In order to satisfy the closely held runout requirements be-
tween nose thread and outside profile, the ogive is held by
the nose end and the large outside diameter for accurate
centering. This operation completes the machining processes
by thread chasing the large end thread and machining the 0-

ring seat.

14. Operation 3220 - Chromate Finish

Equipment - Chemical line

This final process removes foreign material and applies a

protective chromate coating to improve paint adhesion in

subsequent operations.

iiIV-2
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I. INTRODUCTION

The model line is a theoretical munitions production line related di-

rently to the technical data package configuration and specifications.
It is not intended to be a complete or sized production line that could

be established in the future to produce a specified quantity of end

item(s).

The model line is a benchmark made up of brief, but precise, technical
information defining the production requirements of the particular end
item, with process methods compatible with the proven state of the art

in munitions production technology.

The model line will be the standard used by the PEP modernization team

to review, analyze, and assess the active and inactive producers'

capabilities to meet mobilization requirements. The model line docu-

mentation will include alternative process methods and technologies for
the purpose of analysis, evaluation, and the recommendation of the most

appropriate manufac2turing system. Some processes within the line listed

as alternatives are capable of producing the original item only and will

not meet the requirements for the production of the replacement item.

Again, these alternatives are included solely for a better evaluation of

the current line.

The model line described in this report is for producing the following

105mm cartridge cases:

MI48A1B1 for M456 HEAT a M4 ) TP
M115B1 for M392 APDS

M150B1 HEP for M393, HEP, M494 APERS & M416 WP

The model line developed is a composite of processes required to produce
the above items. This composite line is the model line against which

existing 105mm linc producing similar configurations will be evaluated.

The following sources of information were used in planning of the model

line:

1. Reference Technical Package, 105MM Tank Ammunition Base, Manufac-

turing Technology Directorate, Frankford Arsenal.

2. Process Engineering Study, 105MM Steel Cartridge Case, Norris In-
dustries, dated 21 September 1961.

I-i •
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3. 105MM MI50B1 Cartridge Case Drawings, Ref. F, dated 1 November 1973;

105MM M148A1B1 Cartridge Case Drawings, Rev. E, dated 21 August

1973; 105MM M115B1 Cartridge Case Drawings, Rev. D, dated 12 Novem-

ber 1973; Munitions Development and Engineering Directorate and

Product Assurance Directorate, Frankford Arsenal.

lt
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{II. CHARACTERISTICS

Although the model line documentation lists sequential operations, it

must be remembered that each operation may vary with respect to equip-

ment used, completeness of operation performed, producer's labor skills,

and the use of proprietary processes. The equipment may vary in that a

mechanical press may be used instead of a hydraulic press, or a multi-

spindle lathe may be used instead of an automatic, single-spindle lathe.

Operations may vary because a producer may use single tooling and multi-
ple presses instead of multiple tooling and a single press. Special

processes used exclusively by a producer might combine sequential pro-

cesses, etc.

Furnace capability is listed as a guide and may vary with producer pro-
cesses, locale, and available energy source(s).

Machine tools are listed by type rather than by specific size or make.
For example, a machine tool could be listed as a multispindle or an
automatic chucker to indicate the type.

I Chemical lines are not detailed as to dips, washes, rinses, etc., but

are called standard lines. Dipping, spraying, etc. indicate the nature

of the line (automatic-continuous, etc.) rather than the particular

process.

Industrial plant equipment (IPE) is the base of the study. Other plant
equipment (OPE) is discussed only where it is necessary to clearly

identify the process requirements.

U
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II III. PROCESS DESCRIPTION SUMMARY

ii
Following this page is the Process Description Summary, containing a

sequence of operations required to manufacture this munition end prod-

uct. Equipment used to perform each operation, including alternative

machines (identified as EQ ALT) if applicable, are also listed. Multi- )

ple end items that may be produced on essentially the same line are

11 indicated in the summary as well, and operations that apply to only one

end item are designated as such.

The order in which the operations are performed is shown by the opera-

tion number. These are four-digit numbers with the first character

designating the end item component and the balance indicating the numer-

ical sequence of operations.

Opposite the operation number is a description of the operation with the

equipment used listed below it. Under operation sequence, a path is

shown by X's indicating steps of manufacture. If an alternative method

of manufacture is available, it is shown by a branch from the main path.(I For a more detailed description of each operation, see Section IV,

Analysis of Operations.

Gross capacities listed are estimated production capabilities of the

equipment designated for the operation and are shown in pieces per hour.

These figures are not factored for downtime or delays. As an example, aI' press that is capable of cycling in 10 seconds (i.e., 6 cycles per
minute) will have a gross capacity of 360 pieces per hour.

L
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IV. ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONS

A. GENERAL

This description of 105mm steel cartridge case manufacture analyzes

the cold draw, heat treat process. It is the primary process cur-

rently used in high volume production of these cases.

Raw stock is received in the form of steel discs and is easily han-
dled using standard material handling techniques.

Process steps include:

0 A sequential series of anneal, lubricate, draw, and trim steps

to produce a basic case cylinder.

o A series of ann-ai, lubricate, form, and trim steps to form

taper and neck.

o A series of anneal, libricate, head, and pierce steps to produce

base details.

o A heat treat step to obtain the required mechanical properties.

o A series of machining steps to produce final dimensions and

configuration.

Considerable care must be exercised in the lubricate and clean

steps. Contaminants, such as dirt or metal particles, may score

both tooling and cases. Because of this, it is imperative that all

burrs created during trimming operations be removed before further

metal working.

The handling of cases during processing is important, particularly

at the neck and taper areas. Nicks, checkb, folds, or slivers are
elongated in subsequent processing. Care must be exercised in soft-

ening the areas of the case for taper and neck forming and for ma-

chining. Only the specific areas to be further worked should be

softened, since at this stage the case has been heat treated to

achieve its final mechanical properties.

IV-1
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Dripping or tearing may occur after surface finishing. This usually
happens when a dip process is used to apply wax. A detearing may be
required for an acceptable final step.
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1
B. OPERATIONS SEQUENCE

Material - Disc, carbon steel, AISI 1030, spheriodize annealed,

9.650-inch diameter x 0.690-inch thick, disc weight 14.2 lb

1. Operation 1110 - Stamp Heat Code on Disc

Equipment - Stamping press, automatic feed

Equipment alternative
- Air cylinder, line air pressure 90 psi
- Electric cylinder

This stamping operation identifies the heat code on the side of
the blank for permanent traceability.

2. Operation 1120 - Phosphate and Lubricate

Equipment - Chemical line

Cold drawn parts subjected to subsequent cold working require

proper surface preparation to prevent galling of the tooling.

Conversion coats of the phosphate type are used universally to
provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include

soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and chlor-

inated, high viscosity oils.

3. Operation 1130 - Form Cup

Equipment alternatives

- Press, hydraulic, 350-ton, 30-inch stroke
- Press, mechanical, 600-ton 30-inch stroke

This is the first forming operation to shape the blank (disc)

into a cup.

4. Operation 1140 - Clean

Equipment - Cleaning line (system) chute or rotary type,

spray/dip

This process removes impurities and the lubricant from the cup

prior to annealing. If all lubricants are not removed, a hard
scale deposit will form during annealing.

IV-3
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5. Operation 1150 - Anneal Cup

Equipment - Furnace, atmosphere, endothermic/carbon
controlled, 1200 F, 5000 lb/hr

The cup undergoes subcritical annealing for approximately 40
minutes at 1200 F, facilitating further draws. The atmosphere-
controlled environment minimizes scaling.

6. Operation 1160 - Pickle, Phosphate, and Lubricate

Equipment - Chemical line

Parts subjected to significant cold working require proper sur-
face preparation to prevent galling of the tooling. Pickling
and conversion coats of the phosphate type are used universally
to provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include
soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and chlor-
inated, high viscosity oils.

7. Operation 1170 - First Draw

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 250-ton, 30-inch stroke

This is the first draw in the process of reshaping the cup by
cold wor&ing the sidewalls of the case.

8. Operation 1180 - Clean

Equipment - Cleaning line (system) chute or rotary type,
spray/dip

This process removes impurities and the lubricant from the case.

If all lubricants are not removed, a ha:d scale deposit will
form during annealing.

9. 0pertiin _]1190 - Anneal

Equipment - Furnace, atmosphere, endothermic/carbon

controlled, 1200 F, 5000 lb/hr

The case undergoes annealing for approximately 40 minutes at

1200 F, facilitating furth. r draws. The atmosphere-controlledj I environment minimizes scaling.

; ' "IV-4: A,
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10. Operation 1200 - Pickle, Phosphate,_and Lubricate

Equipment - Chemical line

Parts subjected to significant cold working require proper sur-

face preparation to prevent galling of the tooling. Pickling
and conversion coats of the phosphate type are used universally

to provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include

soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and chlor-
inated, high viscosity oils.

11. Operation 1210 - Second Draw

Equipment alternatives

- Press, hydraulic, 250-ton, 30-inch stroke

- Press, hydraulic, 400-ton 48-inch stroke

This operation further cold works the case walls, lengthening
the case. If a 400-ton press is used, the second and third

draws can be accomplished in one stroke of the press ram. The

draw punch pulls the tuoular shape through the second and third

draw dies (mounted in tandem) in the die holder. If the second
and third draws are performed in this manner, Operations 1220

thru 1260 can be eliminated.

12. Operation 1220 - Trim Mouth

Equipment - Horn press, 1-inch, 2 hp

Nibble trimming is used at this stage to remove excess material
from the open end of the case.

13. Operation 1230 - Clean

Equipment - Cleaning line (system) chute or rotary type,

spray/dip

This process removes impurities and the lubricant from the case

'ior to annealing. If all lubricants are not removed, a hard
jcale deposit will form during annealing.

14. Operation 1240 - Anneal

Equipment - Furnace, atmosphere, endothermic/carbon

controlled, 1200 F, 5000 lb/hr

IV-5
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The case undergoes suberitical annealing for approximately 40

minutes at 1200 F facilitating further draws. The atmosphere-

controlled environment minimizes scaling.

15. Operation 1250 - Pickle, Phosphate and Lubricate

Equipment - Chemical line

Parts subjected to significant cold working require proper sur-
face preparation to prevent galling of the tooling. Pickling and

conversion coats of the phosphate type are used universally to
provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include
soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and
chlorinated, high viscosity oils.

16. Operation 1260 - Third Draw

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 150-ton, 36-inch stroke

The case is cold worked again and che 3idewalls undergo further
reduction, lengthening to approximately 14 inches.

17. Operation 1270 - Second Trim

Equipment - Rotary trim machine

The case is trimmed to remove excess material from the open end

of the case.

18. Operation 1280 - Prehead

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 2000-ton, 36-inch stroke

Preheading the case base gathers metal at the center of the
head, facilitating the formation of metal for the primer boss

and preforming the flange.

19. Operation 1290 - Clean

Equipment - CleanIng line (system) chute or rotary type,

spray/d~ip

IV-6
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This process removes impurities and the lubricant from the case

prior to annealing. If all lubricants are not removed, a hard

scale deposit will form during annealing.

20. Operation 1300 - Anneal

Equipment - Furnace, atmosphere, endothermic/carbon

controlled, 5000 lb/hr

The case undergoes annealing for approximately 40 minutes at
1200 F, facilitating further draws. The atmosphere-controlled
environment minimizes scaling.

21. Operation 1310 - Pickle, Phosphate, and Lubricate

Equipment - Chemical line

Parts subjected to significant cold working require proper sur-
face preparation to prevent galling of the tooling. Pickling
and conversion coats of the phosphate type are used universally

to provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include
soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and chlor-

inated, high viscosity oils.

22. Operation 1320 - Fourth Draw

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 200-ton, 48-inch stroke

Final sidewall and length shaping operation to be followed by

progressive sequential processes.

23. Operation 1330 - Third Trim

Equipment - Rotary trim mach.ne, 1-1/2 hp

The case is trimmed for the third time to remove excess material

from the open end of the case.

24. Operation 1340 - Final Head

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 2500-ton, 36-inch stroke

The final heading operation forms the primer boss, the flange,

and the internal head radius prior to machining operations.

IV-7
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25. Operation 1350 Pierce Primer Hole

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 60-ton, 3-1/2-inch stroke

This operation rough pierces the primer hole subsequent to

machining to size.

26. Operation 1360 - Clean

Equipment - Cleaning line (system) chute or rotary type,

spray/dip

This process removes impurities and the lubricant from the cup

prior to retempering. If all lubricants are not removed, a hard

scale deposit will form during retempering.

27. Operation 1370 - Heat Treat

Equipment - Furnace, automatic, endothermic/carbon controlled

1750 F, 5000 lb/hr

Equipment alternatives
- Induction heater, 200 kw, 8000 Hz

- Electric radiant
- Gas type

- Salt bath

The mechanical properties of the case after cold working are

achieved through austenitizing, quenching, and tempering heat

treatment processes. Austenitizing is achieved at 1750 F for

approximately 8 minutes, followed by spray or immersion in an

agitated brine quench at 65 F. Tempering is done at 730 F for

approximately 15 minutes.

28. Operation 1380 - Retemper Taper

Equipment - Furnace, coil induction, 1000 F, 100 kw,

8000 Hz

- Salt bath immersion

To taper the case mouth, it is necessary to retemper from 8

inches above the base to the mouth end, because during the heat
treat, the part attains a hardness of Rc 32-38. This prohibits

IV-8
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any significent cold working deformation without further soft-

U. ening the affected sidewall by retempering at a higher tempera-

ture to Rb 90-95.

i 29. Operation 1390 - Pickle, Phosphate, and Lubricate

Equipment - Chemical line

Parts subjected to significant cold working require proper sur-
face preparation to prevent galling of the tooling. Pickling

and conversion coats of the phosphate type are used universally e p
to provide a base for the lubricant. Modern lubricants include

soaps, graphite, and molybdenum disulfide dispersions and chlor-
inated, high viscosity oils.

30. Operation 1400 - Trim Mouth

Equipment - Potary trim machine, 1-1/2 hp

This operation is performed to achieve premouth taper dimen-
sional control.

31. Operation 1410 - Bulge Test

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 250-ton, 36-inch stroke

The sidewall adjacent to the flange of the case is expanded to
determine the integrity of the material structure.

32. Operation 1420 - Taper Body

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 75-ton, 42-inch stroke
I,

A taper is formed along the case sidewalls as depicted in Figure
1. Care must be exercised not to flute, wrinkle, collapse, or

score the soft sidewalls.

33. Operation 1430 - Clean

Equipment - Cleaning line

Cleaning is required at this operation to remove the phosphate
lubrication and to facilitate further processing.

IV-9
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34. Operation 1440 - Trim Mouth

Equipment alternatives
- Rotary trim machine, 1 hp
- Lathe, multislide, single-spindle, automatic

tracer, 6-inch swing, 36-inch centers, 25 hp

The trim operation is performed to size the sidewall overall
length preceding final machining of the base.

By using the multislide lathe, trimming the open end and finish
machining of the head (except the tapping) can be combined,
eliminating Operation 1450. Consolidating two setups into one
reduces cost and improves quality.

35. Operation 1450 - Finish Machine Head

Equipment - Lathe, multispindle, automatic chucking, 36-inch
centers, 20 hp

The primer hole is finish machined, and the flange outside
diameter is turned and faced.

36. Operation 1460 - Thread Primer Hole

Equipment - Tapping machine, 1-3/4 hp

Standard machining operation.

37. Operation 1470 - Clean

Equipment - Cleaning line

Cleaning is required to remove cutting oils, chips, and othe
foreign materials prior to final mouth retempering. If all
lubricants are not removed, a hard scale deposit will form dur-
ing retempering.

38. Operation 1480 - Retempor For Bead_,_MjSOBjOnlX

Equipment alternatives
- Furnace, coil induction 200 kw, 1150 F, 200 kw,

8000 Hz

I
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314. Operation 11440 -Trim Mouth

Equipment alternatives
- Rotary trim machine, 1 hp

- Lathe, multislide, single-spindle, automatic

tracer, 6-inch swing, 36-inch centers, 25 hp

The trim operation is performed to size the sidewall overall

length preceding final machining of the base.

By using the multislide lathe, trimming the open end and finish

machining of the head (except the tapping) can be combined,

eliminating Operation 1450. Consolidating two setups into one

reduces cost and improves quality.

35. Operation 1450 - Finish Machine Head

Equipment - Lathe, multispindle, automatic chucking, 36-inch

centers, 20 hp

The primer hole is finish machined, and the flange outside

diameter is turned and faced.

36. Operation 1460 - Thread Primer Hole

IEquipment - Tapping machine, 1-3/4 hp

Standard machining operation.

37. Operation 1470 - Clean

Equipment - Cleaning line

Cleaning is required to remove cutting oils, chips, and other

foreign materials prior to final mouth retempering. If all

lubricants are not removed, a hard scale deposit will form dur-

ing retempering.

38. Operation 1480 - Retemper For Bead, M15B1 On

Equipment ilternatives

- Furnace, coil induction 200 kw, 1150 F, 200 kw,

8000 Hz

IwI-I0I
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This operation facilitates bead rolling on the M150B1. The
sidewall ductility is increased to perform the cold working

ill operation.

39. Operation 1490 - Bead Roll. M150B1 Only

Equipment - Special roll machine and dies

A 360-degree bead is rolled arotad the sidewall of the M150B1 at
a point 1.90 inches from the open end. as shown in Figure 2.

40. Operation 1500 - Retemper Mouth

* Equipment alternatives
- Furnace, coil induction 1150 F, 100 kw, 8000 Hz

- Furnace, salt bath immersion, 1150 F

This operation increases ductility of the tapered sidewall for

'1 mechanical coupling with the projectile.

41. Operation 1510 - Size Mouth

SJ Equipment - Press, mechanical, 20-ton, 4-inch stroke

This operation resizes the forward section of the mouth with a

- plug to correct any out-of-round condition and expand the case

mouth to specification requirement.

42. Operation 1520 - Stamp Identification

Equipznt - Press, mechanical, 30-tn, 4-inch stroke

Nomenclature, date of manufacture, lot number, and contractor's

identification are indented on the case.

43. Operation 1530 - Zinc Plate

I Equipment - ].ating line

The case is first cleaned ard then zinc plated by the electro-
deposition process with supplementary chromate coating. This is
a protective coating required to prevent corrosion of the steel

case.
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44. Operation 1540 - Wax Coat, M148A1B1 and M115B1 Only

Equipment - Spray line and bake oven

Final process used only on cases M148A1B1 and M115B1. The
specification calls for application of a uniform wax coat to the

external surfaces and final bake.

iT
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I. INTRODUCTION

The model line is a theoretical munitions production line related di-

rectly to the technical data package configuration and specifications.

It is not intended to be a comple;e or sized production line that could
be established in the future to produce a specified quantity of end

item(s).

The model line is a benchmark made up of brief, but precise, technical
information defining the production requirements of the particular end

item, with process methods compatible with the proven state of the art

in munitions production technology.

The model line will be the standard used by the PEP modernization team

to review, analyze, and assess the active and inactive producers' capa-

bilities to meet mobilization requirements. The model line documenta-

tion will include alternative process methods and technologies for the
purpose of analysis, evaluation, and the recommendation of the most

appropriate manufacturing system. Some processes within the line listed

as alternatives are capable of producing the original item only and will
not meet the requirements for the production of the replacement item.

Again, these alternatives are included solely for a better evaluation of
the current line.

The model line described in this report is for producing the 105MM

Shell, HEAT-T, M456A1 (see Figur-es IV-1 thru IV-4).

The following sources of information were used in planning of the model

line:

1. Reference Technical Package, 105MM Tank Ammunition Base, SARFA-MTE.

2. 105MM, HEAT M456A1, Projectile Metal Parts Drawings, 'iev P, dated

730831, Munitions Development and Engineering Directorate and Prod-
uct Assurance Directorate, Frankford Arsenal.

IL I-I II
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II. CHARACTERISTICS

I The M456A1, 105MM shell contains 17 component parts, somp of which
can be produced using standard machining methods. Others require

special processes such as plastic molding and extrusion. This model

line study contains descriptions of manufacture for the pieces that
can be made using standard machine shop techniques and recommends

the purchase of items requiring special capability.'9

Tables II-1 and 11-2 provide listings of the items recommended for

in-house zanufacture and vendor purchase.

Although the model line documer.tation lists sequential operations,
i it must be remembered that each operation may vary with respect to

equipment ,7d, completeness of operation performed, producer's
labor skills, and the use of proprietary processes. The equipment

may vary in that a mechanical press may be used instead of a hydrau-L lic press, or a multispindle lathe may be used instead of an auto-
matic, single-spindle lathe. Operations may vary because a producer

may use single tooling and multiple presses instead of multiple

lj tooling and a single press. Special processes used exclusively by a
producer might combine sequential processes, etc.

Furnace capability is listed as a guide and may vary with producer

processes, locale, and available energy source(s).

I: Machine tools are listed by type rather than by specific size or /
make. For example, a machine tool could be listed as a multispindle

or an automatic chucker to indicate the type.

Chemical lines are not detailed as to dips, washes, rinses, etc.,

but are called standard lines. Dipping, spraying, etc. indicate the

nature of the line (automatic-continuous, etc.) rather than the par- V

ticular process.

Industrial production equipment (IPE) is the base of the study.

Other plant equipment (OPE) is discussed only where it is necessary

to clearly identify the process requirements.

1
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N TABLE II-I

ITEMS FOR IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURE

SHELL, HEAT-T, M456A1-105MM

Part Number Description Reason

10521644 Projectile body Produced by the hot forge,
heat treat method due to
high mechanical strength
requirements.

10521642 Spike Typical upset hot forging
application, with cold size
alternative. Fixturing through-
out this proces. is important.

8597608 Cone This item is difficult

to process. Existing
producers tend to treat their

approach as proprietary. A

shear form process is dictated
by the metal structure require-

ments of specification MIL-P-
60646.

8597609 Boom Can be forged from bar stock

and then finish machined.

However, normal procedure is
to purchase as forging and

finish machine.

8597610 Fin Starts as an extrusion and is
processed as a standard screw

machine operation. Caution is
required to avoid possible

damage of the fin while

machining.

10521640 Locking ring Not difficult to machine but
does have a deburr problem.

8597488 Plug Standard screw machine appli-

cation, could probably be

purchased as plug and

Ii I disc assembly.
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TABLE II-1 (Cont)

Part Number Description Reason

8595465 Disc Typical punch press blanking

operation, could be pur-

chased as plug and disc

assembly.

8597614 Plug fuze lock Standard screw machine appli-

cation. Shipped separately.

8597489 Plug & disc assembly Bonding operation. Shipped

separately.

8597611 Fin & boom assembly Standard assembly methods.

8597604 Projectile metal parts Has one operation not nor-

assembly mally encountered in metal
parts assembly, a coining or

ironing operation to the

cone flange to provide proper

seating.

Cone & conduit assembly Standard bonding operation.

1
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TABLE 11-2

ITEMS RECOMMENDED FOR PURCHASEIl SHELL, HEAT-T, M456A1 - 105MM

Part Number Description Reason

10534394 Cap, body protector Made from a plastic mate-
rial requiring plastic mold-

ing capabilities.

[ 8597495 Cap, protector Made from a plastic mate-
rial requiring plastic mold-
ing capabilities.

8594970 Wire, insulated Nylon coated stainless steel
wire requi ing wire drawing
and coating capabilities.

8595501 Eyelet, terminal Commercially produced fastener.

8595502 Insulator, nose Made from a plastic material

requiring plastic molding
capabilities.

8595500 Wire & eyelet assembly Electromechanical assembly
t requiring special assembly

and test capability.

8594967 Terminal wire Source-controlled part. Must

be supplied by the vendor
indicated on the drawing.

8597613 Conduit Plastic extrusion, requires
plasiic extruding capabilities.

8597612 Obturator Made from a plastic material,

requires plastic molding
: 7capabilities.
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III. PROCESS DESCRIPTION SUMMARY

Following this page is the Process Description Summary, containing a
sequence of operations required to manufacture this munition end prod-
uct. Equipment used to perform each operation, including alternative

machines (identified as EQ ALT) if applicable, are also listed. Multi-
ple end items that may be produced on essentially the same line are
indicated in the summary as well, and operations that apply to only one
end item are designated as such.

The order in which the operations are performed is shown by the opera-
tion number. These are four-digit numbers with the first character
designating the end item component and the balance indicating the numer-

ical sequence of operations.

Opposite the operation number is a description of the operation with the
equipment used listed below it. Under operation sequence, a path is
shown by X's indicating steps of manufacture. If an alternative method
of manufacture is available, it is shown by a branch from the main path.
For a more detailed description of each operation, see Section IV,

Analysis of Operations.

Gross capacities listed are estimated production capabilities of the
equipment designated for the operation and are shown in pieces per hour.

These figures are not factored for downtime or delays. As an example, a
press that is capable of cycling in 10 seconds (i.e., 6 cycles per

minute) will have a gross capacity of 360 pieces per hour.

The Process Description Summary shows the sequence of operations for two
alternative machining and finishing processes. These are identified as

alternatives A and B and are both current conventional manufacturing
processes.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONS

A. PROJECTILE BODY (10521644)

Material - Steel, bar, alloy, hot rolled, nonresulfurized, 4-1/4-
inch diameter, bar weight 1020 lb

- Steel, tubing, seamless, mechanival, nonresulfurized,
4-1/2-inch OD x 3-1/4-inch ID, tube weight 517 lb

1. Operation 1110 - Bar Handling

Equipment - Transfer equipment
- Sorting table
- Forklift and standard cranes

The steel bar is transported in bundles to a sorting table where
it is unbanded and sorted for receiving inspection and sampling.
It is then positioned for transfer to the area where the mults
are separated.

2. Operation 1120 - Heat Bar (for Hot Shearing only)

Equipment - Furnace, continuous tunnel, 2200 F, 100 lb/min

Equipment alternatives
- Induction heater, 1600 kw, 400 Hz

- Walking beam, gas
- Walking beams, oil

Heating is used in conjunction with hot shearing only. The bar
is fed continuously through the tunnel, exiting at the desired
temperature. Overtemperature controls are required to handle
line stoppage problems.

3. Operation 1130 - Separate Mults

Equipment alternatives
- Press, 250-ton (hot shearing)
- Press, 1000-ton (cold shearing)
- Carbide tipped circular saw, 24-inch, 50 hp
- Band saw, 16-inch, 25 hp
- 200-ton press and torch (nick and break)
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Mults must be weighed after cutting with each process. Tubing

can be separated only by cutting.

a. Hot Shear

A 250-ton shear press requires automatic feed, clamp, and

eject attachments. The press should be part of the produc-

tion line so the hot mult can be processed through descale,

cabbage, and pierce without further heating.

b. Cold Shear

The 1000-ton shear press requires automatic feed, clamp, and

eject attachments. The press may be in the production line
to minimize material handling and traceability problems, but
can be offline if facilities dictate.

a. Circular Saw

Carbide tipped circular saws offer the most precision in the

generation of mults.

d. Band Saw

The band saw is less accurate but less expensive than a cir-

cular saw. The band sawing process is slow compared to
forging, requiring multiple band saws.

e. Nick and Break

This process is based on the placement of a stress concen-

tration in the cold bar, called the nick, followed by a cold

breaking operation.

A 200-ton press is required as well as a good holddown sys-

tem in order to break the bar. This operation is not as

accurate as shearing, but requires less capital investment

and lower cost tooling.

f. Flame Cutting

Flame cutting is not recommended because it is slow, waste-

ful, and may affect the metallurgy of the bar.
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i"g. AbaieCutting

Abrasive cutting, even wet, is not approved. Experience has
shw ta trapped abrasive causes excessive tool wear dur-

. forging.

~4. Operation 1140 - Heat Mult

~Equipment - Furnace, continuous tunnel, 2300 F, 100 ib/min

Equipment alternatives
- Induction heater, 1600 kw, 400 Hz

- Rotary hearth kilns
- Salt bath

This step is required prior to hot forging. Time at temperature
should be long enough to assure uniform heating, but excessive
soak time should be avoided due to the high rate of scaling.

5. Operation 1150 - Descale

Equipment alternatives

- Cabinet, water jet automatic feed
- Sizing rolls, 50 hp

4a. Removal of scale froma hot mults prior to forging is accom-

~plished by water jets. Water pressures of 1200 to 2200 psi
~and flow rates of 1/2 to 2 gallons per second are normally

used. Power feeding of the hot mults is by chrin conveyor
~or pusher.

b. An alternative method for removing scale is to mechanically

crack the scale with rolls, dies, etc. This process is not
hcommonly used.

6. Operation 1160 - Cabbage and Pierce

Equipment alternatives
- Press, 1700-ton, mechanical, 48-inch stroke for RCS

bar stock
su - Press, 350-ton, hydraulic, 48-inch stroke for tubular

stock
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The cabbage step causes the heated square mult to assume the

shape of the round die. Once sized, the first major movement of

imetal is accomplished, with or without reheat, in the pierce

step. The uniformity of metal flow determines 'he effectiveness

of the succeeding operations and overall dimensional accuracy

and level of quality.

The cabbage and pierce step is replaced by an upset step if

tubular stock is used. The upset step is a hot working process

that transforms the tube mult into the equivalent of the hot

forged shape.

7. Operation 1170 - Descale Outer and Inner Surface

Equipment - Cabinet, shot blast, automatic feed, 25 hp

Removal of scale from the forged surface of the forging is ac-

$complished by steel shot propelled at high velocity. The forg-

ing is rotated in a vertical position for total exposure to shot

blast.

8. Operation 1180 - Phosphate and Lubricate

Equipment - Chemical line

Forgings subject to subsequent cold work require proper surface

preparation to prevent galling of the tooling. Conversion coats

of the phosphate type are used universally to provide a base for

the lubricant. Modern lubricants include soaps, graphite, and

molybdenum disulfide dispersions and chlorinated, high viscosity

oils.

9. Operation 1190 - Size Cavity

Equipment - Press, 250-ton, hydraulic, 36-inch stroke

This process shapes the cavity to final size.

10. Operation 1200 - Heat Treat

Equipment - Furnace, continuous, 1550.-1650 F

- Tempering furnace. 1100 F, 5000 lbs/hr
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Equipment alternatives
- Induction, 1600 kw, 400 Hz
- Gas burners

- Oil burners

The mechanical properties of the shell body are achieved through
austenitizing, quenching, and tempering heat treatment. Furnace

or induction heating is used to austenitize at 1550 to 1650 F.

Quenching should be by spray, or immersion in an agitated bath.

Tempering is accomplished in a standard, lower temperature oven.

11. Operation 1210 - Descale Cavity

Equipment - Cabinet, shot blast, automatic feed, 25 hp

Removal of heat treat scale from the cavity of the shell body is

accomplished by steel shot propelled at high velocity. The

shell body is rotated in a vertical position for total exposure

to the shot blast.

12. Operation 1220 - Hardness Test

Equipment - Hardness tester

Each heat treated body is subjected to a hardness test. After

harness testing, one of the hardest and one of the softest are

selected for tension test specimens to ascertain mechanical

properties of the heat treat lot.

13. Operation 1230 - Center Drill and Cutoff

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 6-inch swing, 36-inch

centers, 15 hp

This operation provides the center for subsequent turning

operations.

14. Operation 1240 - Rough Turn Outside Diameter and Rear End

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 6-inch swing, 36-inch

centers, 15 hp

The forging is chucked by an internally expanding mandrel. The

base end of the forging is supported by a live tailstock center.

i IV-5
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The outside diameter is turned to remove forged surfaces, ec-
centricities, and prepare the blank for further processing.

15. Operation 1250 - Finish Turn Outside Diameter

Equipment alternatives
- Lathe, automatic chucking, tracer
- Lathe, numerical control, 6-inch swing, 36-inch

centers, 20 hp

Standard machining operation.

i 16. Operation 1260 - Grind Bourrelet

Equipment - Centerless grinder, automatic feed, 25 hp

1 Grinding is required only if the required finish cannot be pro-
duced during the previous turning operation.

L 17. Operation 1270 - Finish Rear End, Fuze Hole, and Rough Face
Surface "B"

LI Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 6-spindle, 8-inch swing,
40 hp

I Standard machining opc-ation.

1" 18. Operation 1280 - Broach Slots

Fquipment - Broaching machine, vertical, 10 hp

ITwo slots, 180 degrees apart, are broached for passage of the
terminal wire during succeeding assembly operations.

19. Operation 1290 - Machine 1-5/3-inch 16UN LH Thread

[ IEquipment - Machine, tapping, automatic, 15 hp

Standard tapping operation.

20. Operation 1300 - Machine 2-1/4-Inch 12UN LH Thread and Finish
Face Surface "B"

Equipment - Lathe, threading, 20 hp
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Relationship between threads and shoulder must be closely con-
trolled to minimize runout at assembly.

21. Operation 1310 - Machine 3-13/16-Inch 20UNS Thread and Finish

Face Front End

Equipment - Lathe, threading, 20 hp

The relationship between threads and front face must be closely

controlled to minimize runout at assembly.

22. Operation 1320 - Magnetic ?article Inspection

Equipment - Special test equipment

The body is magnetized, then covered with a solution that con-

tains fine magnetic particles held in suspension. A black light
is directed at the surfaces of the body for the detection of
particle patterns. The body is then demagnetized in a reversing

magnetic field.

23. Operation 1330 - Cadmium Plate

Equipment - Chemical line

The finish machined body is processed through multistage clean-
ing, etching, and electroplating with supplementary phosphate

coating.

24. Operation 1340 - Buff Obturator Band Seat

Equipment - Ma.hine, buffing, s3pecial

The band seat is buffed to remove the phosphate coating to fa-

cilitate succeeding assembly operations.
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B. SPIKE (10521642)

Material - Steel, alloy, hot rolled, conresulfurized, 1-3/4-inch

I' diameter, bar weight 164 lb

1. Oteration 2110 - Bar Handling

I Equipment - Transfer equipment

- Sorting table
- Standard cranes
- Forklift

The steel bar is transported in bundles to a sorting table whereIi: it is unbanded and sorted for receiving inspection and sampling.
It is then positioned for transfer to the area where the mults
are separated.

2. Operation 2120 - Heat Bar (for Hot Shearing only)

Equipment - Furnace, continuous tunnel, 2200 F, 100 lb/min

Equipment alternatives
- Induction heater, 1800 kw 400 Hz

- Walking beam, gas
I - Walking beam, oil

Heating is used in conjunction with hot shearing only. The bar
is fed continuously through the tunnel, exiting at the desired
temperature prior to shearing. Overtemperature controls are re-
quired to handle line stoppage problems. Heating is not re-I quired if mult separation is done by cold shearing or sawing.

3. Qperation 2130 - Separate Mults

Equipment alternatives
- Press, 250-ton, (hot shearing)
- Press, 800-ton, (cold shearing)
- Carbide tipped circular saw, 24-inch, 50 hp
- Band saw, 16-inch, 25 hp

Mults must be weighed after cutting with each process.
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a. Hot Shear

A 250-ton shear press requires automatic feed, clamp, and

eject attachments. The press should be part of the produc-

tion line, so the hot mult can be processed through descale
and upset and formed without further heating.

b. Cold Shear

The 800-ton shear press require3 automatic feed, clamp, and

eject attachments. The press may be in the production line

S minimize material handling and traceability problems, but

can be offline if facilities dictate.

a. Circular Saw

Carbide tipped circular saws cut precision mults.

d. Band Saw

The band saw is less accurate but less expensive than a

circular saw. The band sawing process is slow compared to

forging requiring multiple band saws.

e. Flame Cutting

Flame cutting is not recommended because it is slow, waste-

ful of material and may affect the metallurgy of the mult.

f. Abrasive Cutting

Abrasive cutting, even wet, is not approved. Experience has

shown that trapped abrasive causes excessive tool wear dur-

.Llig forging.

4. Operation 2140 - Heat Mult

Equipment - Furnace, continuous tunnel, 2200 F, 100 lb/mmn

Equipment alternatives

- Induction heater, 1600 kw, 400 Hz

- Rotary hearth kilns

-Saltbath furnaces
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This step is required prior to hot forging. Time at temperature

should be long enough to assure uniform heating, but excessive

soak time should be avoided due to the high rate of scaling.

5. Operation 2150 - Descale

Equipment - Cabinet, water jet automatic feed

Removal of scale from hot mults prior to forging is accomplished
by water jets. Water pressures of 1200 to 2200 psi and flow
rates of 1/2 to 2 gallons per second are normally used. Power

feeding of the hot mults is by chain conveyor or pusher.

6. Operation 2160 - Upset and Form

Equipment alternatives
- Press, mechanical, 400-ton, 36-inch stroke
- Press, hydraulic, 200-ton, 36-inch stroke

The upset step causes the heated mult to assume the shape of the
die. Once sized, the first major movement of metal is accom-
plished, with or without reheat, in the form step. The concen-

tricity and uniformity of metal flow during this step determines

the effectiveness of the subsequent operations and the overall

level of quality.

7. Overation 2170 - Cool

Equipment - Tunnel, cooling

Alloy steels have mechanical properties that are sensitive to
cooling rates from forging temperatures. To produce the best
possible metallurgical structure for subsequent machining opera-
tions, the cooling environment must be slow. Also, slower cool-
ing introduces fewer thermal stresses and less warpage.

8. Operation 2180 - Descale

Equipment - Cabinet, shot blast, 25 hp

FRemoval of scale from the outer surfaces of the forging is ac-
complished by steel shot propelled at high velocity. The forg-
ing must be rotated to expose all surfaces to the shot blast.
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9. Operation 2190 - Coin

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 600-ton, 24 inch stroke

The bell section of the flange end is coined to produce a more
uniform contour for subsequent machining operations.

10. Cperation 2200 - Ream Inside Diameter of Stem

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 6-inch swing, 24-inch

centee's, 15 hp

The cavity of the stem is reamed to finish size.

1l. Operation 2210 - Center Stem End

Equipment - Drill press, automatic with shuttle table

This operation provides the center for subsequent turning opera-
tions after hot forging.

- 12. Operation 2220 - Rough Turn Outside Diameter

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 6-inch swing, 36-inch
centers, 15 hp

The Torging is chucked internally with location to the datum
surface. The stem end of the forging is supported by a live
tailstock center. The outside diameter is turned to remove
forged surfaces and eccentricities.

13. Operation 2230 - Drill Stem and Rough Face Flange

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking 8-spindle, 6-inch swing,
40 hp

The stem is drilled to various depths in the multistations of

the lathe to minimize the cycle time of the operation.

-* 14. Operation 2240 - Rough Turn 1.7-Inch and 0.83-Inch Radii

Equipment alternatives
- Lathe, automatic chucking, tracer, 20 hp
- Lathe, numerical control, 6-inch swing, 36-inch
centers, 20 hp
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14. Operation 2240 - Rough Turn 1.7-Inch and 0.83-Inch Radii

Equipment alternatives
| I- Lathe, automatic chucking, tracer, 20 hp

- Lathe, numerical control, 6-inch swing, 36-inch
centers: 20 hp

The flange surfaces are turned to remove forged surfaces and ir-
regularities before further processing.

15. Operation 2250 - Heat Treat

Equipment - Furnace, 1550 - 1650 F
- Tempering furnace

Equipment alternatives
- Furnace, induction, 1000 kw, 400 Hz

Ii - Furnace, gas

£I The strength of the spike after hot forging is achieved with an
austenitizing, quenching, and tempering heat treatment. Furnace(.

or induc~ion heating is used to austenitize at 1550 to 1650 F.
Quenching should be by spray or immersion in an agitated bath.
Tempering is accomplished in a standard, lower temperature oven.

16. Operation 2260 - Hardness Test

Equipment - Hardness tester

Each spike is subjected to a hardness test. After hardness
testing, one of the hardest and one of the softest are selected
for tension test specimens to ascertain mechanical properties of
the heat treat lot.

17. Operation 2270 - Finish Turn Stem and 1.0b25-Inch 16UN Thread

Flat, Finish Face Flange and 0.625-Inch Radius Blend

Equipment alternatives

- Lathe, automatic chucking, tracer
j- Lathe, numerical control, 6-inch swing, 36-inch

centers, 20 hp

Standard machining operation.
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18. Operation 2280 -Finish Turn Flange Outside Diameter and Thread
Flat, Face Flange Base

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, multispindle, five-inch

swing, 25 hp

Sandard machining operation.

19. Operation 2290 - Finish Turn 1.7-Inch and-0.83-Inch Radii

Equipment alternatives

- Lathe, automatic chucking, tracer
- Lathe, numerical control, 6-inch swing, 36-inch

centers, 20 hp

Standard machining operation.

20. Operation 2300 - Drill 0.5-Inch Diameter, Counter Bore Stem End,

Face

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, multispindle, 5-inch

swing, 25 hp

Standard machining operation.

21. Operation 2310 - Drill 0.25-Inch Diameter Hole

Equipment - Drill press, automatic with shuttle table

The spike is positioned and held by a fixture for drilling the

0.25-inch diameter hole.

22. Operation 2320 - Ream .50-Inch Diameter Hole

Equipment - Drill press

The burr resulting from the break through of the 0.25-inch drill
is removed by the reamer.

23. Operation 2330 - Machine 3.8125-Inch, 20 UNS Thread and Finish
Face Surface "C"

Equipment - Lathe, threading
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The relationship between threads and surface "C" are closely
held to aasure minimal runout during assembly.

24. Operation 2340 - Machine 1.0625-Inch 16UN Thread and Finish Face

Surface "D"

Equipment - Lathe, threading

Tolerances on threads and surface "D" are closely held to assure

conformity to assembly requirements.

25. Operation 2350 - rhosphate Treat

Equipment - Chemical line

The finish machined spike is processed through a multistage

cleaning and phosphate coating line.
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I C. CONE (8597608)

Material - Copper, strip or sheet alloy No. 110, 0.297-inch thick x
4.125-inch width, strip weight 47 .o

1. Operation 3110 - Blank Disc

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 50-ton, 6-inch stroke

This is a standard blanking operation and is needed only if ;he
producer elects to purchase strip stock instead of discs.

2. Operation 3120 - Shear Form

Equipment - Special sIear forming machine

This is a metal forming operation. Because of specific grain
structure requirements for the cone, the conventional, high out-
put, deep draw process is not approved but further study has
been recommended.

3. Operation 3130 - Deburr Nose

Equipment - Sanding machine (belt)

The burrs on the nose end are removed by the sanding belt. Re-
moval of burrs may be eliminated if the cones are processed on
well-maintained tooling using adequate process control.

4. Pperation 3140 - Extrude Spitback and Trim Flange

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 50-ton, 6-inch stroke

The wall thickness is reduced in the area of the spitback and
the small radius is formed. Good shear forming techniques at
Operation 3120 will eliminate the need for this operation.

5. Operation 3150 - Coin Taper and Flange

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 250-ton, 6-inch stroke

The taper and flange are formed to final configuration.
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I6. Operation 3160 -Blank 3.756-Inch Diameter

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 50-ton, 6-inch stroke

This is a standard blanking operation. A producer may elect to
do this operation during Operations 3120 and 3140.

7. Operation 3170 - Machine Flange

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 6-inch swing, 24-inch
centers, 25 hp

I This operation will be needed only if the forming and extruding
operations do not meet the specifications.

!8. Operation 3180 - Drill 0.107-Inch Diameter Hole

Equipment - Drill press, automatic with shuttle table, 1/2 hp

Standard machining operation.

9. Operation 3190 - Deburr

Equipment - Holding fixture and hand tools

Removal of burrs may be eliminated if the cones are processed on
well maintained tooling uving adequate process control.

II
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D. BOOM (8597609)

Material - Aluminum alloy bar, 7075, 1-3/4-inch diameter, bar weight

60 lbs

The boom would normally be produced from a forging purchased from an

outside vendor. However, the forging may also be produced in-house

as outlined in Oper-tions 4110 through 4190.

1. Operation 4110 - Bar Handling

Equipment - Transfer equipment
- Sorting table
- Forklift and standard cranes

The aluminum bars are transported in bundles to the sorting

tables where they are unbanded and sorted for the succeeding
operation.

2. Operation 4120 - Separate Slug

Equipment alternatives

- Band saw, 16-inch, 25 hp
- Circular saw, 24-inch, 50 hp

After separation, mults must be weighed. High speed circular

saw cutting will result in better cutting accuracy and a higher
production rate.

3. Operation 4130 - Deburr Slug

Equipment - Vibratory system
- Automatic cnamfering machine, 10 hp

Deburring the ends of the slug is necessary to remove all burrs

to minimize potential damage to the forging dies. A vibratory
system can accommodate slug deburring; however, use of an auto-
matic chamfering machine will produce a preferred deburred edge
at slightly higher cost. Automatic chamfering machines should
incorporate double-ended flycutters with automatic load and
unload.
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4. Operation 4140 - Lubricate Slug

Equipment - Induction heater, 300 F, 200 kw, 200 Hz
- Spray/dip-line tanks

Slugs subject to subsequent forming require surface lubricants
to reduce the frictional forces and increase tool life. The
lubrication process consists of heating the lugs to 300 F, fol-
lowed by a spray or dip-line using water-based colloidal graph-
ite suspension.

5. Operation 4150 - Heat Slug

Equipment - Continuous tunnel furnace, 850 F, 1350 lb/hr
Equipment alternatives

- Induction heater, 500 kw, 200 Hz
- Oil burners
- Gas burners

The slug is heated to 850 F in a continuous furnace preceding
the foring operations. This step is necessary to reduce press
capacity requirements due to the alloy selected and the shape of
the forging required.

6. Operation 4160 - Preform

Equipment alternatives
- Press, mechanical, 400-ton, 20-inch stroke
- Press, mechanical, 1000-ton, 24-inch stroke

The lubricated and heated slug is placed in the die and forged
to the preform shape. This is the first of three steps in the

not forging operation.

If the 1000-ton press is used, the preform and form steps can be
done at two stations on the same press eliminating Operation
4170. The lubricated and heated slug is placed in the first
cavity of the press and preformed as the first hot forging step.
It is immediately transferred to the second station in the same
press for thez forming step to achieve the final forged shape.
Both steps must be done in minimum time to prevent excessive
heat loss. Forging can be accomplished in both stations simul-
taneously to achieve maximum productivity on the press.

I1
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7. Operation 4170 - Form

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 400-ton, 24-inch stroke

If the preform is cooled before the forming step is accom-
plished, cleaning, lubrication, and heating will be required
prior to forming. The preform is placed in the die and formed
in one stroke.

8. Operation 4180 - Clean

Equipment - Chemical line

Removes lubrication and foreign materials from the forging.

9. Operation 4190 - Heat Treat

Equipment - Furnace, 900 F, 1200 lb/hr
- Aging oven, 250 F

Equipment alternatives
- Induction heater, 500 kw, 2000 Hz
- Gas burners

I - Oil burners

The purpose of this process is to attain required mechanical
properties in the final part. Tne forged boom is exposed to a
2-hour cycle at 900 F, quenched in water at 150 F, and ageJ for
28 hours at 250 F.

10. Operation 4200 - Coin Center

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 5-ton, 2-inch stroke

The forging is located in a fixture with the small end up for1indenting of the center.
11. Operation 4210 - Turn Taper and Face Front End

I Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 12-1/4-inch swing, 24-
I inch center, 15 hp

This is a standard machining operation.

SiI
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i j12. Operation 4220 - Finish Turn Small End

Equipment alternatives

- Lathe, automatic, multispindle, chucking, 5-1/4-inch

swing, 25 hp

- Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-spindle, 6-inch swing,

40 hp

Standard machine operation.

If the 8-spindle lathe is used, the large an4 small ends can be
finish machined in ne operation. The forging is turned com-

plete in two steps by double indexing technique. The small end
of the boom is machined in stations 2, 4, 6, and 8. The large

end uses 1, 3, 5, and 7. This option finish turns the boom in
one setup and eliminates the requirement for Operations 4210 and

4230.

13. Operation 4230 - Finish T.irn Large End

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, multispindle, 5-1/4-inch

swing, 25 hp

Standard machine operation.

14. Operation 4240 - Deburr Large End

Equipment - Holding fixture and hand tools

Removal of burrs may not be necessary if during prior opera-

Lions, the parts were processed through well-maintained tooling

using adequate process controls.

15. Operation 4250 - Anodize

Equipment - Chemical line

The bocmn is processed through multistage cleaning, etching, and

hard anodizing baths for protective and functional purposes.
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Material - Aluminum alloy, extrusion 7075-T6, 4-1/8-inch diameter,
extrurion weight 20 lb

- Aluminum alloy, extrusion 2014-T6

1. Operation 5110 - Extrusion Handling

Equipment - Transfer equipment

- Sorting table
- Forklift and standard cranes

The aluminum extrusions are transported in bundles to a sorting
table where they are unbanded and sorted for the succeeding
operation.

2. Operation 5120 - Saw Mult

Equipment - Abrasive saw, 10-inch blade, 10 hp

The extrusion is automatically fed to an established length for

cutoff of the mult.

3. Operation 5130 - Finish Turn Outside Diameter, Drill, Ream, and
Thread Tracer Cavity, Finish Face, and Cutoff

Equipment - Lathe, automatic, multispindle, bar, 5-1/8-inch
capacity, 30 hp

The aluminum extrusions are L:chined and cut off in the multiple
stations to a partially completed fin.

4. Operation 5140 - Finish Turn Angle, Drill, Ream, Face, Chamfer.

and Thread Front End

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, 8-spindle, double-
indexing, 6-inch capacity, 40 hp

The fin is finish machined.

5. Operation 5150 - Mill 30 Degree Angle

Equipment - Boring machine, automatic, precision, 3 hp
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Removal of metal for the 30 degree angle is by a hollow mill

- (cutter to prevent bending of the fin blades.

6. Operation 5160 - Finish Front End, Rough Turn Large Diameter

Equipment - Lathe, automatic chucking, multispindle, 6-inch
capacity, 30 hp

The part is chucked on the hub for machining the front end and
large diameter.

7. Operation 5170 - Finish Turn Outside Diameter

Equipment - Boring machine, automatic, precision, dual spindle,
(2) 3 hp

The part is chucked on the internal thread for machining of the

outside diameter of the fin blades.

8.. Operation 5180 - Finish Turn Rear End

Equipment - Lathe, automatic, chucking, multispindle, 6-inch

The capacity, 30 hp

The part is chucked on the fin outside diameter for machining of
the rear end.

9. Operation 5190 - Deburr

I jEquipment alternatives
- Deburr machine, power, 5 hp

- Vibratory system, 15 hp

If the duburr machine is used, the machined fin is indexed for
various positions for removal of the burrs by wire wheels.

With the vibratory system, selection of proper speed and media
is required and internal threads must be masked t3 avoid damage.

10. Operation 5200 - Clean and Anodize

Equipment - Chemical line

The fin is processed through multistage cleaning, etching, and
hard anodizing baths.
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F. LOCKING RING (10521640)

Material - Steel, tubing, carbon, seamless, 4-inch OD A 3-inch ID,

tube weight 373 lb

- Steel, bar, alloy, hot rolled, 3-7/8-inch diameter-, bar

weight 802 lb

1. Operation 6110 - Bar Handling

Equipment - Transfer equipment

- Sorting table

- Forklift and standard cranes

The steel bar is transported in bundles to a sorting table where

it is unbanded and sorted for receiving inspection and sampling.

It is then positioned for transfer to the area where the mults

are seperated.

2. Operation 6120 - Finish Turn and Machine 3.8125-Inch 20UNS

Thread

Equipment - Lathe, automatic, mult .pindle, bar, 4-inch capa-

city, 40 hp

- Lathe, automatic chucking (bar), 4-1/2-inch capa-

city, 20 hp

Standard machining operatic.

3. Operation 6130 - Mill Sloto

Equipment - Drill press, automatic with shuttle table, 5 hp

Two slots are cut to faci.itate assiibly of the locking ring in-

to the body to secure the cone.

4. Operation 6140 - Phosphate Trept

Equipment - Chemical line

The finish machined locking ring is processed through multistage

cleaning and phosphate coating line.
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i" G. PLUG (8597488)

Material - Aluminum alloy, rod, 7075-T6 or 2024-T6, 1-inch diameter,

rod weight 19 lb

1. Operation 7110 - Rod Handling

Equipment - Transfer equipment

- Sorting table

- Forklifts and standard cranes

The aluminum rod is transported in bundles to a sorting table

4where it is unbanded and sorted for the succeeding operation.

2. Operation 7120 - Machine, Thread, and Cut Off Plug

Equipment - Lathe, multispindle, 1.0-inch diameter capacity,

15 hp
- Lathe, automatic chucking (bar), 1-1/2-inch capa-

city, 10 hp

Standard screw machine operation. The plug outside diameter, is

machined, threaded, and cut off.

3. Operation 7130 - Drill Spanner Holes

Equipment alternatives

- Multispindle drill, 5 hp

- Multispindle drill head

The machined plug is located in a holding fixture and the two

spanner bottoming holes are drilled and deburred,

4. Operation 7140 - Deburr

Equipment - Vibratory system, 10 hp

This operation may ,not be required if adequate tooling is used

in Operations 7120 ana 1130. If the holes are drilled with de-

burr provisions, such as a deburr collet, this operation may be

deleted.
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5. Operation 7150- Anodize

Equipment - Chemical lino

The plug is processed through multistage cleaning, etching, and
anodizing baths.
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H. DISC (8595465)

Material - Brass, strip, alloy No. 260, 0.004-inch thick x 0.5-inch
wide, roll weight 50 lb

1. Operation 8110 - Coil Handling

Equipment - Forklift
- Crane/hoist

This operation involves the transport of coil stock from receiv-
ing/stores to punch press straighteners.

2. Operation 8120 - Blank

Equipment - Press, mechanical, 10-ton, 6-inch stroke, open back,
inclineable, integral coil straightener)i

This operation produces the blank in a single stroke.
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I. PTUG AND DISC ASSEMBLY (8597489)

Operation 9110 - Bond Disc to Plug

Equipment - Automated fixturing

- Adhesive applicator

It is important that the correct amount of adhesive be applied to
the plug cavity. This iill minimize subsequent cleaning.

Operation 9120 - Crimp 3600

Equipment - Crimping fixtue, air, 90 psi

The die under compressive forces produces a 360-degree crimp.
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J. FIN AND BOOM ASSEMBLY (8597611)

1. Ooeration 10110 - Apply AdhesiveI
Equipment - Adhesive applicator

The boom thread is coated with a thread sealant prior to assem-
bly with the fin for positive locking.

2. Operation 10120 - Assemble Fin and Boom

Equipment - Holding fixture

- Torque wrench

While the thread sealant is in the wet state, torque of 375
inch-pounds is applied.

I
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I . CONE AND CONDUIT ASSEMBLY

1. Operation 11110 - Clean

Equipment - Cleaning line

This is a standard cleaning process to remove chips and residual
soils developed during machining operations.

2. Operation 11120 - Assemble and Apply Adhesive

Equipment - Automated fixturing

- Adhesive applicator

The proper application of the adhesive will minimize the neces-

sity of cleaning to remove excess adhesive.

V-,
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L. PROJECTILE METAL PARTS ASSEMBLY (8597604)

l1. Oerat1on112110 - Seat-Cone and Conduit Assembly in Body

Equipment - Press, hydraulic, 50-ton, 6-inch stroke

The flange of the cone is coined during assembly for positive1location with the body undercut surface.
2. Operation 12120 - Apply Thread Compound

Equipment - Fixture with sealant compound applicator

The sealant is applied to threads adjacent to the cone flange.

3. Operation 12130 - Install Locking Ring

Equipment - Holding and torque fixture

The locking ring is seated against the cone flange with 700 + 50

inch-pounds of torque.

4. Operation 12140 - Air Test

Equipment - Special air leak test fixture

El Assemblies are placed in the fixture, which automatically per-

forms the test for air leakage.

5. Operation 12150 - Apply Thread Compound

Equipment - Fixture with sealant compound applicator

The sealant is applied to body threads.

6. Operation 12160 - Assemble Wire to Spike

Equipment - Bench

Wire assembly is placed in spike.

7. Operation 12170 - Feed Wire Through Conduit and Preassemble

Spike

Equipment - Bench
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The wire is fed through the conduit. The threads of the spike

and body are hand started.

j 8. Operation 12180 - Apply Compound to Body Threads

Equipment - Bench

1 I Sealant is applied to body threads and then tightened by hand.

9. Operation 12190 - Torque Spike to Body

Equipment - Holding and torque fixture

{. The body is clamped in the fixture and a torque of 650 + 50
inch-pounds applied to the spike.

1 10. Operation 12200 - Align Wire and Seat in Slot

Equipment - Bench

The wire is aligned in the 0.25-inch diameter slot and seated.

11. Operation 12210 - Assemble Terminal to Wire

I Equipment - Bench, hypodermic needle, and hand crimping tool

Adhesive is injected between wire and conduit. The exposed in-
sulation and wire are wiped clean and the terminal crimped into
place.

12. Operation 12220 - Stamp Identification

Equipment - Rotary stamping machine

A rotating stamping fixture is used to indent nomenclature, year
of manufacture, lot number, and contractor's identification.
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M. PLUG, FUZE LOCK (8597614)

Material - Bar, carbon steel, cold finished, nonresulfurized, 1-3/4-
" h diameter, bar weight 164 lb

1. Operation 13110 - Bar Handling

Equipment - Transfer equipment

- Sorting table
- Forklift and standard cranes

The steel bar is transported in bundles to sorting tables where
it is unbanded and sorted for the succeeding operation.

2. Operation 13120 - Bore Cavity, Turn Thread, and Cutoff

Equipment - Lathe, automatic, multispindle, bar, 1-3/4-inch

capacity, 30 hp
- Lathe, automatic chucking (bar), 2-inch capacity,

15 hp

Standard screw machine operation where the outside diameter is
turned and threaded.

3. Operation 13130 - Drill Spanner Holes

Equipment alternatives
- Multispindle drill, 5 hp
- Multispindle drill head

The machined plug is iccated in a holding fixture and the two
spanner holes drilled and deburred.

4. Operation 13140 - Deburr

Equipment - Vibratory system, 10 hp

This operation may not be required if adequate tooling is used
in Operation 13130, i.e., if holes are drilled with deburr pro-
visions such as a deburr collet.

5. Operation 13150 - Cadmium/Zinc Plate

Equipment - Chemical line

IV-32
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The finished plug is processed through multistage cleaning,

I etching, and electroplating with a protective metal plate and

supplementary chromate coating.

The following parts and assemblies are to be shipped separately

in suitable containers as sets,

o Fin and boom assembly - 8597611

o Fuze lock piug - 8597614

o Plug and die assembly - 8597489

o Obturator - 8597612

o Seal O-ring - MS9021-226

I -

I
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ii I. INTRODUCTION

The model line is a theoretical munitions production line related di-

rectly to the technical data package configuration and specifications.
It is not intended to be a complete or sized production line that could

be established in the future to produce a specified quantity of end
item(s).

The model line is a benchmark made up of brief, but precise, technical
information defining the production requirements of the particular end

i item, with process methods compatible with the proven state of the art

in munitions production technology.

IThe model line will be the standard used by the PEP modernization team
to review, analyze, and assess the active and inactive producers' capa-

bilities to meet mobilization requirements. The model line documenta-

I tion will include alternative process methods and technologies for the
purpose of analysis, evaluation, and the recommendation of the most ap-

propriate manufacturing system.

In preparing the model line for the manufacture of piece parts for the
M739 fuze, a number of facts became obvious and affect the detailed de-

[ sign of a modernized production equipment package for this point-

detonating fuze.

L V The technical data package prescribes not only the configuration of the
piece parts but, in many cases, the manufacturing methods that must be
employed, e.g., ciecasting, powder metal sintering, injection molding,

etc., and the types of equipment to be used for machining or forming of
particular parts.

The choice of secondary operations required to provide piece parts with

appropriate finishes for function and fit is left to the discretion of

the manufacturer. The choice of tooling also influences the finishes
achieved.

The complement of machine tools shown in the model line dpscription is

representative of the current state of the art. Substitution of one
manufacturer's equipment for the equivalent model of another manufac-

turer is feasible in most cases. Specific model designations should

therefore be regarded as illustrative examples.
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To implement the model line concept in a modernized production line

dedicated to a specific fuze at a given production level, total manufac-
turing requirements, and not just the production equipment requirements,

must be satisfied. This includes careful consideration of quality as-
surance, material handling, tooling and fixturing, assembly, packaging,
and shipping requirements.

Modernization of a particular fuze production line must also take into
account the experience and skills level of the specific producer. Even

fully integrated producers will require the services of some highly
specialized subcontractor and the furnishing of explosive-loaded compo-
nents by the Government.

The following sources of information were used in planning this model
line:

1. Engineering Design Handbook, Ammunition Series: Fuzes, General and
Mechanical; AMCP 706-210, DDC No. AD830289, August 1963.

2. Military Specification MIL-F-48277 (PA), Fuze, Point Detonating,
M739, Less Booster Pellet, 3 January 1975.

3. Drawing No. D9258605, Fuze, PD, M739, Rev., 19 December 1974.

4. Drawing No. D8797864, Delay Plunger, M1, Assembly, Loading, Rev. E,
6 November 1969.

5. Honeywell Inc., Government & Aeronautical Products Division, Hop-
kins, Minn., M739 Facilitization Study, Contract DAAA 21-71-C-0225,

30 April 1975.

1-2
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II. GENERAL APPROACH AND CONSIDERATIONS

Fuzes are characterized by a large number of piece parts that comprise

subassemblies making up a final assembly that contains one or more ex-

plosive or pyrotechnic elements. Exploded views of the M739 fuze and M1
delay plunger are shown in Figures II-1 and 11-2. Exacting inspection

and test requirements must be satisfied during manufacture and assembly

before completed fuzes can be accepted and shipped to the

load/assemble/pack (LAP) plants. Thus, fuze production under

mobilization conditions poses a number of unique problems that must be

resolved in the design of a model line.

The technical data package (TDP) defines the configuration and the .z,-

tional and performance requirements for the fuze and each of its piece
parts. The producer must meet the quality assurance (QA) requirements

embodied in the TDP. Production and inspection functions are combined

in high volume fuze plant operation since numerous 100% inspections must

be performed during production at a rate governed by the production

flow.

Mobilization conditions demand quick response, with startup, first-

article approval, and pilot lot acceptance achieved within a short, "M +

5 month," period. Experienced and highly skilled fuze engineering, pro-

duction, inspection, and management personnel required to design, build,

debug tooling, install equipment, obtain the necessary materials and

standard items, train operators, and commence production will probably

not be available. Provision should be made for phasing in automated as-
sembly after startup while producing the initial quantities with sim-

pler, labor intensive methods. Startup from basic materials keeps the
downstream line elements idle until line inventory is built up. This

can take weeks for fuzes involving numerous piece parts and process

steps.

Safety, OSHA, pollution abatement, and energy conservation considera-

tions constrain the freedom of choice for the model line designer. How-
ever, the safeguarding of life and health, protection of property and

facilities, and avoidance of pollution and waste of energy are essential
for smooth production in an environment of resource scarcity. Preplan-

ning for these conditions is an important factor in model line design.

Make-or-buy decisions enter into the design of the model line. Produc-

tion starts with the specified materials in the required form, shape, or

) II-1
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condition specified in the TDP. Explosive-loaded components, such as

detonators or leads, are usually Government furnished material (GFM).

Processing of some piece parts is such a specialized operation that only

a few manufacturers are equipped and capable if producing these parts

efficiently. This category includes not only standard fasteners but al-

so such unique piece parts as hairsprings and drive springs. Each fuze

producer usually bases his make-or-buy decisions on his in-house capa-

bilities. The model line documentation should provide processinp. in-

structions for all piece parts. Make-or-buy decisions should be based

on objective criteria including:

o Specialized technology requirements

o Skill and equipment availability

o Delivery quantity and time requirements

o Quality assurance requirements

o Economics

Specialized technology constraints for making hairsprings or black pow-

der for fuze delay trains require facilities and skills that are unique:

which very few producers possess. The long learning period required to

establish such facilities and skills preiludes in-house manufacture by

most fuze producers, hence, purchase of these items is shown in the buy

list.

Skills and equipment available in the facility of a fuze producer may

cover the common fabrication and assembly operations, bit may not extend

to such specialized processes as diecasting, plastic molding, design,

building, or debugging of specialized assembly fixtures. Under those

conditions, subcontracting may become necessary.

Delivery quantities required may exceed the physical capacity of a fa-

cility, even at mobilization production rates. Subcontracting is the

only quick turnaround option available to such a manufacturer. However,

if all fuze producers seek the same specialist subcontractor to furnish

needed key components, the capacity of the subcontractor may not meet

theI requlired Volumie. Without vert .cal ng, orderly multitir pr-

duction operations will be in jeopardy under mobilization conditions.

Quality assurance requirements may be so stringent that successful com-

pletion of fuze acceptance testing can only be assured if the producer

fabricates key parts in his facility, where he can exert total control.

Government and producer QA personnel are cognizant of instances where

parts made under subcontract failed successful assembly due to problems

11-2
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of cumulative tolerances. Make rather than buy is the preferred option

7 in those instances.

All of these criteria enter into the model line design process, together
with requirements Df the TDP, mobilization conditions, and constraints

imposed by safety, OSHA, pollution abatement, and energy conservation

considerations.

13
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III. PURCHASED COMPONENTS AND GOVERNMENT FURNISHED MATERIALS

Based on the rationale for the make-or-buy decision, as outlined in Sec-

tion II, the parts list for the M739 fuze and the M1 delay plunger as-

sembly was reviewed. It is recommended that the items listed in Table

IIl-1 be purchased. A brief discussion of the reason for inclusion of

items on this list is also included.

Since military explosives are not readily available from commercial

sources, loaded explosive items must be supplied as Government furnished

materials (GFM). The metal parts required for producing these items are
customarily supplied by the loading facility. The required GFM ex-
plosive items for the M739 fuze and the M1 delay plunger are shown in

Table 111-2.

These items are supplied with certifications to indicate that they con-

form with the applicable specification requirements.

Transportation, handling, and storage of the explosive-loaded components
are subject to all applicable safety regulations.

I

Ui _ _ _l-
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TABLE III-1
COMPONENTS RECOMMENDED TO BE PURCHASED

Part Number Description Reason

M739 Fuze

9258610 Seal, Tape An aluminum-backed, pressure-sensitive
adhesive tape per Specification L-T-80

manufactured by a number of oroducers

as a standard item. It is supplied in

roll form for convenient blanking dur-

ing final assembly of the fuze.

9253633 Pin, Module A conventional spring pin per MIL-P-

10971 available from a number of com-
mercial producers of this type of

fastener.

9258637 Disk, Pin, A simple, thin aluminum alloy disk
Setback blanked from rolls during safing and

arming module assembly. Slit rolls can

be procured from a variety of sources.

9258648 Disk, Pin, Blanked from thin aluminum alloy sheet
Lock during the subassembly operation for

safing and arming module. Numerous

suppliers furnished this material in

roll form.

9258682 Seal, Disc Blanked during assembly from a soft
aluminum foil provided with a synthetic

rubber adhesive backing. This com-

mercial item is covered by a source
control drawing prescribing vendor
qualification requirements.

Delay Plunger, M1

9204747 Pin, Guide A standard spring pin per MIL-P-

10971 supplied by a number of commercial
specialty houses.

111-2
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TABLE 111-2

GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED MATERIALS

Part Number Description Reason

M739 Fuze

8798331 Detonator, Stab, M55 Explosive-loaded material

9255165 Lead Cup Assembly Explosive-loaded material

9255168 Pellet, Booster Explosive-loaded material
(inserted into the

fuze at the LAP

plant)

9272235 Detonator, Stab, Explosive-loaded material
M99

Delay Plunger, M1

88444 34 Delay Element, Explosive-loaded material
M2, Assembly

111-3
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IV. MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY PROCESSES

The requirements contained in the technical data package for the M739

fuze prescribe the material configuration, tolerances, and protective

finish for each of the piece parts making up the fuze assembly. Allow-

ances in assembly may dictate that part tolerances be held within more

stringent control limits than specified in the drawings in order to meet

functional and performance requirements for the assembled fuze. These

circumstances severely limit the choice of processes and equipment that

may be used in fuze part manufacture and assembly.

A. MANUFACTURING SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS

There are 33 different fuze and 10 delay plunger parts that must be

fabricated. Some of these items are used more than once, requiring

a total of 53 manufactured piece parts in addition to the purchased

items and Government furnished materials for the final M739 fuze

assembly.

The fabrication equipment required to make the piece parts may be

grouped into the following equipment categories:

o Automatic screw machines

o Punch presses

o Other presses
o Diecasting machines

o Powder metal compaction presses

o Cutoff machines

o Injection molding machines

The process steps for manufacture of the individual piece parts are

shown in the Process Description Summary in this section.

Equipment used to perform each operation, including alternative ma-

chines (identified as Eq Alt) if applicable, are also listed.

The order in which the operations are performed is shown by the

operation number. These are four and five-digit numbers with the

first character(s) designating thi end item for that line and the

three final characters indicating the numerical sequence of

operations.

IV-I
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Opposite the operation number is a description of the operation with

the equipment used listed below it. Under operation sequence, a

path is shown by X's indicating steps of manufacture.

Gross capacities listed are estimated production capabilities of the

equipment designated for the operation and are shown in pieces per

hour. These figures are not factored for downtime or delays. As an

example, a press that is capable of cycling in 1 second (i.e., 60

cycles per minute) will have a gross capacity of 3600 pieces per

hour.

Tooling, fixturing, feeding and gaging provisions are not shown on
the process sheets, these operations being outside the scope of this

study.

B. ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS

Assembly of the M739 PD fuze is completed at the LAP plant, when the

booster pellet (P/N 9255168) is added and the booster cup io re-

attached to the fuze body assembly (P/N 9258606).

1. Flow Charts

The components and subassemblies comprising the M739 fuze are
shown in Figure IV-2. A corresponding list for the delay plung-

er, M1, assembly is shown in Figure IV-3.

The chart does not necessarily show the piece parts for each

subassembly and the several subassemblies in the exact sequence

of their being placed into the final assembly. The purpose of
these charts is to list the components in their subassembly re-

lationship as an aid in planning the exact assembly sequence.

2. Assembly Details

As production rates increase, manual assembly of piece parts
using simple fixtures becomes increasingly cumbersome, costly,

and difficult to reconcile with quality assurance requirements.

Mechanization of assembiy operations involves not only the han-
dling, feeding, and orienting of each piece part, but also the

correct placement, attachment, and checking for presence and

orientation at each assembly stage.

Assembly machines capable of performing all of these steps rap-

idly and reliably may utilize standard bases to which specific

IV-2
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tooling and fixturing are added. Several types of assembly ma-

chine bases have been used in fuze work. These include in-line

indexing, in-line pallet-type, rotary continuous motion, rotary

indexing, and hybrid types tooled for a specific fuze. The cost

of the tooling, customizing, and debugging of the assembly ma-

chines usually far exceeds ;he cost of the assembly machine

base. Any changeover to another fuze is both time consuming and

costly. Therefore, fuze assembly machines are typically

classified as special tooling excluded from the plant equipment

package consisting of IPE that is set aside for piece part

production.

Based on a facilitization study performed by Honeywell, Inc. for

Picatinny Arsenal under Contract No. DAAA21-71-C-0225, the fol-

lowing approach for assembly of the M739 fuze is presented. The
operations make use of a series of rotary indexing assembly ma-

chines and standard spring winders. Parts and subassemblies are

handled either by conveyors or by magazines between individual

assembly machines. Figure IV-4 shows the assembly equipment re-

quired for the M739 fuze exclusive of the LAP operation. Some

machines are required in multiples for balanced line operation.

Figure IV-5 is the flow diagram for the safing and arming module

assembly. Piece parts being fed by conveyor or magazine to the

several dial machines and spring winders are listed by part

number and usage.

Figure IV-6 is the flow diagram for the delay plunger (Ml)

assembly, including spring winders, dial machines, and material

handling provisions for the associated piece parts.

Assembly of the safing and arming module, the M1 delay plunger,

and other components into the M739 fuze is shown schematically

in Figure IV-7.

Based on 2-8-5 shift operation as projected in the M739 facili-

tization study (294 operating hours per month) to assemble

500,000 fuzes per month, the number of assembly machines re-

quired may be grouped as follows:

IV-3
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Group Number of Machines

Safing & arming module 21

Delay plunger M1 16

Fuze assembly 19

Total 56

This list of machines includes the various dial assembly ma-

chines and spring winders required for balanced line assembly of
the M739 fuze, exclusive of LAP.

The PEP Modernization Program does not cover tooling, fixturing,

or assembly machines. The description of assembly operations

for the M739 fuze is included for illustrative purposes only.

4IV-4
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9258605 FUZE, PD, M739 9258609 BODY, FUZE
9255168 PELLET, BOOSTER 9258625 SETTING SLEEVE ASSE
9258607 CUP, BOOSTER - 528775 -013 0-RING

9258606 FUZE BODY ASSEMBLY(

928295 FUZE BODY & SETTING SLEEVE ASSEMBLY 9294606 FIRING PIN & HOUS9258610 SEAL TAPE9258613 FIRING PIN, HOUSING & DETONATION ASSEMBLY- 97235DEONTO, TA
9258622 CROSS BAR & HOLDER ASSEMBLYU 9258682 SEAL DISC
9258611 SCREW, CLOSING -9258624 HOLDER, CROSSBAR
9282958 S & A MODULE & RETAINER ASSEMBLY-- 9258623 CROSSBAR (5)
9258610 SEAL, TAPE
8797864 DELAY PLUNGER, MI, ASSEMBLY, LOADING

9258630 S & A MODULE ASSEMB
9258620 RETAINER, S & A



E -9258628 SLEEVE, SETTING
LEEVE ASSEMBLY 1-9258627 SPRING, INTERRUPTER

9258629 INTERRUPTER
RETAINING -9258626 RETAINER, INTERRUPTER

PIN & HOUSING ASSEMBLYiATOR STAB, M99
AR 9258616 TUBE, FIRING PIN

9258617 HOUSING, DETONATOR 9258639 ROTOR ASS
,CROSSBAR 9258618 FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY - 9258643 PLATE & SP
R (5) 925861.4 SUPPORT, FIRING PIN - 9258653 GEAR & PIN

9258655 ESCAPE WH
- 9258631 PALLET

9258633 PIN, MODUi
LE ASSEMBLY -9294833 SAFING & ARMING MODULE SUBASSY 9258635 SPRING, PI1

,S & Aj 9258634 PIN, SETBACK 9258638 SPINLOCK (
9258636 SPRING, PIN, SETBACK 9258632 PLATE, GE)E1 9 2 586 3 7 DISK, PI,!, SETBACK 9255165 LEAD ASSE



rh

yI,

</

9258642 GEAR, ROTOR
- 9258640 BODY, ROTOR
- 9258641 SHAFT, ROTOR
- 8798331 DETONATOR, STAB, M55

r- 9258651 PLATE, GEAR, LOWER
L. 9258652 SHAFT, PALLET -

9258650 LOWER PLATE & SHAFT ASSEMBLY

39 ROTOR ASSEMBLY 9258644 PLATE, BOTTOM
1643 PLATE & SPACER ASSEMBLY 9258645 SHAFT, SPINLOCK (2)
653 GEAR & PINION ASSEMBLY 9258646 SPACER, PLATE, GEAR
655 ESCAPE WHEEL & PINION ASSEMBLY 9258633 PIN, MODULE (2)
631 PALLET 9258649 PIN, LOCK, ROTOR
633 PIN, MODULE (2) 9258647 SPRING, PIN, LOCK
635 SPRING, PIN LOCK (2) 9258648 DISK, PIN, LOCK
638 SPI NLOCK (2)

6632 F IATE, GEAR, UPPER
165 LEAD ASSEMBLY

FIGURE ;V -2

FUZE ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
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ENGINEERS

IV. EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR MANUFACTURE OF

FUZE PIECE PARTSF

The production equipment package required for the manufacture of the

piece parts comprising the M739 fuze is derived from the process sheets.

This equipment may be grouped generally by type. Actual quantities for
balanced fuze metal parts production will be determined by time stan-

dards appropriate to the tooling, feeding, and material handling devices
employed and the efficiency of operations realized. For purposes of the

1" model line, only a listing by type of equipment is presented.

A. STANDARD MACHINE TOOLS

Based on efficient part processing considerations, the following ma-

chine tool types are required for producing fuze piece parts:

o Presses and press accessories

0 Bar, chucking, and screw machines
0 Miscellaneous production equipment

In most cases, a number of machine tool suppliers cen furnish equip-

ment meeting these requirements. Specific manufacturers' model
designations are used to illustrate sptiific equipment that has been

used for making such piece parts ir. the past. Other equivalent
equipment can be utilized depending on availability and ability to

hold tolerances required by the technical data package and perform-

ance requirements.

1. Presses and Press Accessories

The complement of presses and press accessories required for the

fabrication of the listed piece parts is shown in Table V-i. The
coiled stock feeding accessories are essential for efficient[i production and for operator safety. There are several suitable

punch press makes, but there may be few substitutes for the

Waterbury-Farrel ICOP equiDment.

2. Bar, Chucking, and Screw Machines

I The automatic turning machines in this equipment catewry are
multiple and single spindle machines selected on the basis of
stock size capacity, cycle times, and tooling features to allow

efficient processing to required tolerances while providinq

[ V-1
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" automatic feeding of bar stock or pieces. Other selection cri-
teria include cooling system adequacy and efficient chip remov-

al. The availability of standard accessories for cuttinq,
drilling, reaming, threading, and the necessary cams for machine
actuatU n is also an important consideration in specifying in-
dividual pieces of equipment. The machines in this category to-

gether with the corresponding piece parts are shown in Table V-
2. Specific equipment shown under the illustrative example

column is intended to aid in the definition of required and
desired machine features for the model line.

3. Miscellaneous Production Equipment

In addition to presses and automatic turning machines, fuze
piece part manufacturing requires a number of different

machines. For the sake of convenience in tabulation of
requirements, these machines have been grouped in this category,
which includes machines to perform the following processes:

o Broaching

o Diecasting
o Grinding

o Injection molding

o Spin dipping

o Wire cutoff

The required characteristic, for this equipment are shown in
Table V-3.

B. SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

In addition to the standard machine tools required for manufacturing
fuze piece parts, special equipment is needed for chemical or heat

treatment, finishing, and part/chip separation. In some multiline
production facilities, this specialized equipment serves a number of
production departments and product lines, r, ;hr than beine dedi-

cated to a single fuze. Such installations are usually larger and

more versatile in terms of processes, material handling option r, and
auxiliary equipment for pollution abatement, energy conservation,
and disposal of scrap and wastes.

Specialized equipment of this nature dedicated to a single fuze line
is usually smaller, more specifically selected, and froquently cus-

tom built for a particular fuze part. Often this specialized equip-
ment is classified as tooling rather than facilities because it can-
not be used for another product or piece part without extensive re-
design and rebuilding.
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For the purpose of identification and presentation, the specialized

equipment required for fuze piece part production is listed under

the following process headings:

o Metal coating, plating, and chemical treatment equipment

o Degreasing and cleaning equipment

o Tumbling, drying, and blast finishing equipment

o Parts/chips separator equipment

o Heat treatment equipment

o Specialized drilling, tapping, boring equipment

These specialized equipment lists are intended to serve as examples

since individual producers may have their own preferences for carry-

ing out the finishing operations, especially where alternative pro-

cesses are permitted by the technical data package or where the1'choice of implementation is left to the discretion oi h'e producer.

, i1. Metal Coating, Plating, and Chemical Treatment Equipment

The metal finishing requirements for the M739 fuze parts are

shown in Table V-4. Eight distinct finishes are called out in

the technical data package for 30 piece parts made from carbon
or corrosion-resisting steel, aluminum, zinc, and brass.

Each of the specified finishes involves subjecting the piece
parts to a sequence of immersions into hot or cold rinses,

treatment solutions, neutralizers, or the like before the fully

treated parts are dried prior to subsequent processing or assem-

bly operations.

A variety of equipment types is available for performing the

chemical treatments. They differ mainly in the manner of load-

ing, handling, and unloading the piece parts during the pro-

cessing sequence and in the layout, control, and operation of

the processing tanks.

Some bulk processing machines consist of a series of adjacent

tanks, each being equipped with its own parts container. The

machine operates on the batch principle. The initial quantity

of piece parts is transferred into the parts container of the

first tank for the first of several treatment steps. Upon com-

pletion of this treatment, the parts (not the containers) are

transferred to the next tank by means of a chute, which empties

I
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the parts into the parts container of the second tank. The

material, construction, and any agitation of these containers

are appropriate to the process requirement at each step.

Other chemical treatment lines incorporate conveyors above aI. line of tanks that serve to transport piece parts contained in a
given container from tank to tank and into each tank. Pro-

grammed hoists and any needed agitation equipment can be incor-

porated into the conveying system, as required. The most ad-
vanced multitreatment processing equipment incorporates not only
the tanks, the conveyance device, and the parts containers but

also a programmer for sequencing and timing the individual pro-

cess steps, controls for maintaining the necessary process con-
*ditions in the tanks, such as temperature, chemical concentra-

tion, etc., as well as treatment equipment for pollution abate-

ment and recycling of purified fluids.

In view of this variety of approaches and implementation op-
tions, it is difficult to elect one particular chemical treat-

ment equipment as a model.

2. Degreasing and Cleaning Equipment

A variety of vapor degreasinr equipment is available using

chlorinated hydrocarbons in the vapor phase, as liquid sprays,
or as warm or boiling-liquid immersion baths. The choice of

equipment is influenced by the type, quantity, and tenacity of

the soil adhering to the parts; the size, shape, and quantity of

workpieces to be cleaned; and the means of handling the piece

parts before, during, and after the degreasing operation. Not
all soils can be removed by vapor degreasing, hence other

processes and auxiliary equipment, such as chip separators, may
be required. Cutting fluids containin7 larwe amounts of water,

insoluble soaps, or sulfated fatty oils may preclude the use of
the vapor degreasing process. Moit fuze manufacturers select

their part manufacturing processes to assure compatibility of

cutting fluids with the degreasing fluids used. Based on the
manufactiring techniques employed, the fuze piece parts have

been grouped into three categories according to increasing dif-
ficulcy of soil removal and the corresponding cleaning

procedures:

o Vapor phase only

o Liquid and vapor phase

o Liquid and vapor phase with vibration applied
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Equipment details for each of these categories are shown in
Table V-5.

"j 3. Tumbling, Drying, and Blast Finishing Equipment

This category comprises machines used for removal of flash and

fine burrs from fabricated parts and machines to dry parts after

such operations or subsequent to in-process cleaning. The

i choice of equipment in this category is influenced by the type
of tooling used on the fabricating equipment and, therefore,

each fuze producer prefers those finishing machines giving the

best results in his shop. The equipment shown in Table V-6 re-

flects the choice made for the M739 fuze facilitization study.

4. Parts/Chips Separator Equipment

Chips generated in machining operations, especially with some

cutting fluids, tend to cling to the parts. Positive separation

of chips and any extraneous material from the parts is necessary

prior to finishing and secondary machining operations. The

part/chip separators shown in Table V-7 were specified in the

M739 fuze facilitization study.

The chip wringer is used to remove the cutting fluid from the

chips generated in all automatic screw machine fabrication ope-

rations to facilitate recycling both metal chips and cutting

fluids.

5. Heat Treatment Equipment

Several of the fuze parts require annealing, solution heat

treatment, and precipitation hardening (aging), sintering, and

oven curing of lubricants. The equipment required for these

operations is shown in Table V-8.

The metallurgical requirements of the treatment require careful

control of temperature and time employed in the soak, quench,

and aging cycles for the specific components involved. The sin-

tering atmosphere for the tungsten or stainless steel powder

parts and the brass anneal atmosphere must also be controlled.

Combustion products in heat treatment furnaces generally have a

detrimental effect on aluminum parts; therefore, control of the

furnace atmosphere is desirable for most processes.
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Beat treatment equipment incorporating these characteristics and

controls may be tsed in the laboratory for all of these opera-

tions by proper adjustment and cycling. For high volume pro-

duction, however, dedicated equipment selected for specific

treatments is preferred.

6. Specialized Drilling, Tapping, and Boring Equipment

The configuration, machining requirements, and production rates

for several fuze parts are such that standard machine tools are

ill-suited for particular high volume production operations. Two1! specific M739 fuze parts fall into this catagory: P/N 9258609
(body, fuze) and P/N 8797877 (body, plunger).

Efficient production of these parts to meet configuration, func-
tional, and quality assurance specifications requires special
machines. Although these machines utilize standard machine mod-
ules or bases, the special tooling and fixtures have to be cus-
tom designed and built, followed by thorough debugging, before
production can commence. The cost of the machine base is rela-
tively low in ,elat.on. to the total price of the tooled and de-
bugged equipment. Adapting such highly specialized machines to
the production of other fuze parts amounts to the implementation
of a new design on the same machine base. This situation war-
rants the classification of the equipment as special tooling,
similar to the practice followed in categorizing assembly ma-
chines. Table V-9 lists the specialized machines required for
drilling, boring, and tapping the two M739 fuze piece parts.
This table is intended to identify the equipment requirements
and not as a specification for special machine tools.

The operations described above are summarized in Tables V-1 through V-9
following.

V-6
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